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Metabolic diversification as a buffer against environmental instability in budding yeast 
 

Abstract 
 

 To grow and divide, cells rely on the resources present in dynamic and unpredictable 

environments. Organisms weather this instability by utilizing any of multiple metabolic 

pathways that offer distinct advantages in distinct contexts; in budding yeast, ATP can be 

produced from carbon sugars by mechanisms that prioritize either speed or frugality. The growth 

of a yeast population stalls for hours as a culture transitions to respiratory activity, the higher-

maintenance, higher-yield strategy, implying that this flexibility is not optimized in practice. We 

find that in the absence of predictive cues, cells vary in their intrinsic ability to switch metabolic 

strategies. We observe subpopulations of yeast cells which are variously fast-adapting or which 

enter a state of shock characterized by the loss of structural integrity in many structures, 

including mitochondrial networks. Adaptation capacity is a bimodal, inheritable state associated 

with preparation for respiration or cellular memory of respiratory activity but not with obvious 

sources of yeast heterogeneity such as age or cell cycle state. We demonstrate that respiratory 

preparedness confers a fitness advantage during an environmental shift but is costly in a constant 

environment, and we accordingly observe natural variation in the frequency of prepared cells 

across wild yeasts. These experiments collectively offer the best evidence to date for the 

evolution of bet-hedging in budding yeast.
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CHAPTER ONE 

GLUCOSE SENSING, SIGNALING, AND UTILIZATION IN 
BUDDING YEAST 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ὁ μὴ δαρεὶς ἄνθρωπος οὐ παιδεύεται 
Proverb
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1.1 Introduction 

In the mid-twentieth century, Jacques Monod’s observations of distinct bacterial growth 

phases in the presence of multiple sugars revealed that organisms possess preference hierarchies 

for the carbon sources from which they generate ATP and other biomass [1,2]. In budding yeast, 

the preferred carbon source is glucose, followed by other fermentable sugars, followed by carbon 

sources whose catabolism requires oxidation (reviewed in [3,4]). Bias toward fermentation is 

enforced by a complex and overlapping set of regulatory networks that repress the expression of 

gene products involved in respiration, even under aerobic conditions which could support such 

respiratory metabolism [5]. This prioritizes a mode of carbon catabolism in which the ATP yield 

is roughly one order of magnitude lower than it is during oxidation, a relatively unusual 

metabolic and regulatory behavior known as the Crabtree effect [6–9]. The Crabtree effect in 

yeast is similar to the Warburg effect in tumors, in which cancerous cells selectively perform 

glycolysis and fermentation rather than respiration in aerobic contexts [10].  

 There are many hypotheses that seek to account for this seemingly counterintuitive 

metabolic strategy. As Crabtree-positive yeasts are relatively more resistant to ethanol than other 

microbes, one explanation is that producing ethanol by fermentation is a means of poisoning 

competitors; once triumphant, yeast can then metabolize the residual ethanol [11]. Alternatively, 

avoiding respiration can prevent cells from generating reactive oxygen species, argued to be 

significant sources of DNA replication damage [12]. The mechanics of respiration limit its peak 

capacity such that fermentation, though it fails to optimize ATP production per molecule of 

sugar, does maximize ATP production per unit time, an intrinsic rate-yield tradeoff that many 

authors have posited is the driving force behind the evolution of the Crabtree effect [13–15]. 

None of these models is mutually exclusive. 
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Here, we provide a broad overview of glucose metabolism in budding yeast and the 

sensing and signaling pathways by which glucose and other carbon source catabolism is 

regulated. 

When respiring yeast cells are exposed to a rich supply of glucose, their transcriptional 

programs are altered rapidly and dramatically; within 20 minutes, 40% of all known gene 

products display at least two-fold change in expression, and 20% display at least a three-fold 

change [16]. These shifts include the induction of glucose transporters and glycolytic enzymes as 

well as a comprehensive downregulation of machinery involved in respiration, a process known 

as glucose or carbon catabolite repression [16,17]. Upon glucose depletion, a reciprocal 

transcriptional reprogramming event, glucose derepression, induces respiratory machinery [18]. 

We will attempt to describe the complicated sequence of events by which glucose or lack thereof 

is detected, the cell primes itself for the proper carbon catabolic state, and ATP is ultimately 

produced. 

 

1.2 Glucose sensing and internalization: Rgt2p, Snf3p, and friends 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae boasts a twenty-member family of glucose (or more generally, 

hexose) transporters of the major facilitator superfamily, a set of related transport proteins with a 

common structural motif of twelve transmembrane alpha-helices and a common function in 

transporting small molecules along ionic or osmotic gradients [19–21]. Two members of this 

family, Rgt2p and Snf3p, are incapable of glucose transport but nevertheless engage in sensing 

by binding glucose with low or high affinity, respectively [22–24]. Glucose binding results in 

Mth1p and Std1p recruitment to the plasma membrane, where they are phosphorylated by the 
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casein kinases Yck1p and Yck2p (which are themselves activated by Rgt2p and Snf3p), resulting 

in the former proteins’ degradation by the ubiquitin Grr1p [25–28]. 

 When active, Mth1p and Std1p bind to Rgt1p, and the complex acts as a transcriptional 

repressor; post-Mth1p and -Std1p degradation, Rgt1p is phosphorylated by protein kinase A 

(discussed below) and unbinds from its target sequences [29,30]. The combination of Rgt1p-

mediated and Snf1p/Mig1p-mediated (discussed below) transcriptional regulation produces 

gradients of expression in the remaining hexose transporter family members (Snf1p also affects 

Rgt1p binding directly; these pathways are complicated) [29,31]. Rgt1p and Snf1p pathways 

possess different relative weights in the repression or derepression of each individual transporter, 

thereby resulting in distinct constellations of transporters at different concentrations as a function 

of upstream glucose sensing [32]. 

 The eighteen functional hexose transporters (Hxt1p-Hxt17p and Gal2p) display a wide 

range of binding affinities for glucose (and, in some cases, mannose, fructose, and/or galactose) 

and thus varying import efficiencies that are appropriate to varying external glucose 

concentrations [33,34]. Glucose import occurs by facilitated diffusion [35]. 

 

1.3 Glucose sensing?: Gpr1p/Gpa2p 

The GPCR system provides a secondary pathway of extracellular glucose sensing which 

culminates in the activation of adenylyl cyclase and production of cyclic AMP (cAMP), in turn 

activating the protein kinase A pathway (see below). The yeast GPCR complex consists of 

Gpa2p, a small GTP-binding protein and homolog of the mammalian Galpha component of the 

heterotrimeric G protein complex, and Gpr1p, a G protein receptor [36–38]. Deletions of gpr1Δ 

or gpa2Δ are both synthetic lethal with ras2Δ (discussed below), another activator of adenylyl 
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cyclase [37,39], and activation of Gpa2p or Ras2p produces similar transcriptional responses 

associated with glucose signaling, with both effects dependent on the activity of protein kinase A 

[40]. 

Despite models suggesting on this basis that Gpr1p binds glucose and activates Gpa2p, 

which activates adenylyl cyclase and generates cAMP, Gpr1p displays only weak binding to 

glucose [41]. Unlike Ras2p, Gpr1p or Gpa2p loss of function has negligible effects on glucose-

induced transcription responses, suggestive of alternative mechanisms [16,40]. Though the 

complex is evidently regulated by glucose and is sufficient to produce a transcriptional response, 

it appears that it has at best a mild and redundant role in the initial expression remodeling 

associated with the introduction of glucose. 

 

1.4 Glucose signaling: Ras/PKA 

A second means of activating adenylyl cyclase, producing cAMP, and activating protein 

kinase A (still coming below) is through the small GTP-binding proteins Ras1p and Ras2p [42]. 

Both Ras proteins cycle between GTP and GDP binding and activate adenylyl cyclase to produce 

cAMP while they are bound in the GTP state [43]. The relative GTP/GDP binding is set by the 

sum of GTP loading onto the Ras proteins, performed by the guanine nucleotide exchange factor 

Cdc25p, and GTP hydrolysis, performed by the Ras proteins themselves with additional 

stimulating activity from the GTPase activating proteins Ira1p and Ira2p [44–48]. The cAMP 

burst associated with exposure to glucose and the proportion of Ras proteins in the GTP bound 

states under such conditions mirror one another, which Ras proteins are believed to affect 

through an abrupt and temporary acidification of the cytoplasm [43]. Ras functions are 

performed in the plasma membrane and the nucleus; interestingly, proper localization and Ras 
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activity are disrupted by loss of the hexose kinases Hxk1p and Hxk2p, in which event Ras 

proteins mislocalize to mitochondria [49]. 

  The subsequent activity of cAMP-dependent protein kinase A (PKA) is both necessary 

and sufficient for the majority of changes in gene expression associated with glucose repression 

and fermentative activity, and the complex alone can recapitulate nearly the entirety of the 

glucose transcription response through exogenous activation [40]. PKA complexes are 

heterotetramers consisting of two catalytic subunits, comprised any of Tpk1p, Tpk2, and Tpk3, 

and two regulatory subunits, both copies of Bcy1p [50,51]. The catalytic subunits are mostly 

redundant, with minor differences in downstream targets [52]. In the presence of glucose, cAMP 

binds to Bcy1p and causes it to dissociate from the complex, freeing the catalytic subunits from 

inhibition but initiating a negative feedback loop in which PKA activates the phosphodiesterases 

Pde1p and Pde2p which in turn degrade cAMP [53–56]. Meanwhile, Tpk1p, Tpk2p, and Tpk3p 

act on a variety of substrates to broadly promote activities associated with fermentation and cell 

growth while inhibiting stress responses, cell cycle arrest, and the accumulation of storage 

carbohydrates [52,57–60]. In particular, phosphorylation by PKA inhibits Rim15p, an activator 

of multiple transcriptional activators of stress responses and adaptation during diauxy, as well as 

Msn2p/4p, transcription factors which are active during similar conditions [61,62]. 

 

1.5 Glucose signaling?: Sch9p 

 Sch9p is the closest yeast homolog to both mammalian Akt/protein kinase B and 

ribosomal S6 kinase, a substrate of mTOR [63,64]. In the presence of glucose, it displays 

increased levels of protein abundance and phosphorylation and promotes transcriptional 
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activation of genes involved in ribosome biogenesis [64,65]. It is also an inhibitor of Start, the 

yeast entry into a replication and division cycle [65].  

Sch9p inhibits PKA activity during growth under nonfermentable conditions by 

promoting cytosolic localization and phosphorylation of its regulatory subunit Bcy1p [66]. In the 

presence of glucose, its overexpression suppresses the lethality of loss of PKA signaling [63]. 

Though Sch9p is sufficient to recapitulate the glucose transcriptional response almost 

completely, its loss has no effect on induction, and it has been proposed that its overlap with 

PKA is a reflection of the overlap between glucose signaling pathways and nitrogen availability 

signaling, as Sch9p function depends on TORC1-dependent phosphorylation [40,64]. 

 

1.6 Glucose signaling: Yak1p 

 In a complement to the interaction between Sch9p and PKA, deletion of Yak1p 

suppresses the loss of PKA, indicating that it may function partially downstream of PKA by 

promoting growth inhibition [67]. Like Sch9p, Yak1p promotes Bcy1p phosphorylation and 

confinement to the cytoplasm under starvation conditions [68,69]. PKA, in turn, indirectly 

promotes the phosphorylation of Yak1p [70,71]. Yak1p also phosphorylates Pop2p, a nuclease 

required for glucose derepression, storage of reserve carbohydrates, and aspects of carbon 

source- and temperature-dependent stress responses [70,72]. As localization and activation of 

Yak1p are partially independent of PKA, it may represent the interaction of PKA with yet 

another nebulous glucose signaling pathway that has yet to be elucidated. 
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1.7 [Lack-of-] glucose signaling: Snf1p 

So far, we have largely described gene expression and other forms of regulatory systems 

which are positively regulated by glucose and positively regulate glycolytic processes in turn. 

We now shift our focus to the regulation through which previously repressed machinery is 

derepressed once the environment no longer contains abundant glucose. 

 Snf1p, a homolog of mammalian AMP-activated protein kinase, is required for growth 

relying on nonfermentable carbon sources such as glycerol and ethanol as well as less favorable 

fermentable carbon sources including sucrose, galactose, and maltose [73]. Members of the 

AMP-activated protein kinase family are highly conserved in eukaryotes and perform essential 

roles in energy homeostasis during nutrient scarcity [74,75]. 

 There is evidence, however, that the structure and function of yeast Snf1 may differ from 

those of other AMP-activated protein kinase family members in significant ways. The yeast Snf1 

complex is a heterotrimer featuring a catalytic subunit, Snf1p; a beta subunit of either Gal83p, 

Sip1p, or Sip2p; and a gamma regulatory subunit, Snf4p [76,77]. In other eukaryotes ranging 

from mammals to fission yeast, AMP kinase activity is directly, allosterically regulated by the 

relative ratio of intracellular AMP to ATP, wherein binding by AMP affects the interaction of the 

regulatory subunit with the catalytic subunit, altering the conformation of the kinase such that an 

autoinhibitory domain cannot interfere with the function of the kinase domain [78,79]. In 

budding yeast, the Snf1p subunit similarly features a kinase domain at its N terminus and an 

autoinhibitory domain at the C terminus, and simple deletion of the autoinhibitory domain 

relieves the requirement for the Snf4p regulatory subunit for Snf1 complex signaling, indicating 

the role of Snf4p is simply to sequester the autoinhibitory domain [80–82]. However, yeast 

Snf4p displays no detectable binding to AMP, though it can bind to ADP [83–86]. This inability 
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of AMP to bind budding yeast Snf1 complex is unusual for an AMP-activated protein kinase. 

Further, the downstream mechanism of Snf1p activation, phosphorylation of threonine 210, an 

activation loop residue, can be controlled in a glucose-dependent manner without the 

involvement of either Snf4p or the autoinhibitory Snf1p domain with which it interacts [81,87]. 

Nor is lack of ATP production sufficient to induce Snf1p activity, as the glucose analog 2-

deoxyglucose, which can be phosphorylated but can proceed no further in the glycolytic 

pathway, results in Snf1 inhibition [86]. Collectively, these observations suggest that Snf1 

complex activity in yeast is regulated in some form by glucose sensing but is not directly 

sensitive to energy charge as detected through relative AMP levels, as is characteristic of the 

protein family at large. 

 Phosphorylation of threonine 210 can be performed by any of the three partially 

redundant kinases Sak1p/Pak1p, Elm1p, and Tos3p [88–90]. Dephosphorylation of threonine 

210 is performed by Gcl7p, also known as protein phosphatase 1, which interacts with Snf1 via 

Reg1p as an adaptor protein; this dephosphorylation inhibits Snf1 complex function, while reg1Δ 

mutants activate Snf1 constitutively [91–93]. Inhibition can also occur through physical 

confinement of the Snf1 complex, which is observed upon glucose refeeding when Snf1 

aggregates with the Rgt2p/Snf3p-regulated protein Std1p, a sequestration proposed to 

simultaneously inactivate Snf1 and preserve some Std1p and Snf1 complexes as a form of 

molecular memory [94,95]. 

 The downstream activity of the Snf1 complex is partially controlled by the identity of the 

beta subunit, which modulates localization during glucose scarcity. All three proteins, Gal83p, 

Sip1, and Sip2p, are primarily cytoplasmic in the presence of glucose, but upon induction, their 

associated complexes are either imported into the nucleus, associated with the vacuolar 
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membrane, or retained in the cytoplasm, respectively [96]. The identity of the upstream Snf1 

kinases also appears to exert some effect on this, as Sak1p activity specifically appears to 

regulate the nuclear localization of Gal83p-containing complexes [96,97]. Localization of Snf1 

complexes influence downstream activity; its nuclear localization implicates Gal83p as the main 

effector of the Snf1-mediated transcriptional program, a function in which it can be partially 

substituted by Sip2p but not Sip1p, while Sip2p appears to perform a unique role in replicative 

lifespan and Sip1p is incapable of solely supporting growth on ethanol or glycerol or sustaining 

high levels of kinase activity more generally [98–101]. 

 Snf1 activation is also influenced by other glucose sensing and signaling pathways. Both 

the Sak1p and Tos3p kinases contain PKA phosphorylation sites, and Snf1 activity in glucose 

derepression is increased or decreased upon loss of Gpr1p or Bcy1p, respectively, while Gcl7p is 

induced during the appearance of glucose in the medium in a PKA-dependent manner [102,103].  

 The expression of more than 400 gene products is altered upon Snf1 activation [104]. 

Much of Snf1-mediated glucose derepression, resulting in the induction of machinery involved 

in the mobilization and utilization of alternative carbon sources, is triggered through its 

inactivation of the transcriptional repressor Mig1p [105,106]. Mig1p is a zinc finger-containing 

protein which, when dephosphorylated, enters the nucleus and represses a variety of genes 

involved in the citric acid cycle and other stages of respiration, high-affinity glucose transport, 

and the utilization of alternative fermentable carbon sources including sucrose, maltose, 

galactose, and the storage carbohydrate trehalose [107–110]. The Snf1 complex phosphorylates 

Mig1p to spur its ejection from its target sequences and the nucleus itself, thereby relieving 

glucose repression [105,111]. Snf1 exerts similar activity on the related repressor protein Mig2p, 
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which more weakly suppresses a subset of Mig1p targets [112–114]. Interestingly, upon ejection 

from the nucleus, Mig2p relocalizes to mitochondria [115]. 

 A portion of Mig1p’s repressing activity is performed in complex with Hxk2p, the 

dominant of the three hexose kinases in yeast, which binds to Mig1p to block a crucial 

phosphorylation site through which the Snf1 complex inactivates the transcriptional repressor 

[116,117]. This function is distinct and separable from Hxk2p’s enzymatic role in glycolysis 

[118]. In turn, Hxk2p is phosphorylated by Snf1, spurring its nuclear export, and it is 

additionally dephosphorylated by the negative Snf1 regulator Glc7p/Reg1p [92,119]. Mig1p also 

represses transcription more broadly in association with the global transcriptional co-repressor 

complex, Ssn6p/Tup1p [113,120].  

 The Snf1 complex activates the transcription factor Adr1p, an activator of gene products 

required for ethanol utilization and beta oxidation of fatty acids [121–124]. This stimulation 

occurs both by Snf1-mediated dephosphorylation of Adr1p of unclear mechanism as well as 

indirect promotion of Adr1p’s chromatin binding activity [125,126]. Under conditions of glucose 

repression, binding of Adr1p to chromatin is inhibited by Glc7p/Reg1p and its protein levels are 

lowered by PKA [121,127–130]. The Snf1 complex also activates Cat8p and Sip4p, which 

control the transcription of gene products for gluconeogenesis, by phosphorylation; Cat8p and 

Adr1p function in tandem to promote gene expression by chromatin remodeling associated with 

a common subset of targets [85,121,130–133]. Snf1 stimulates transcription more broadly by 

direct interaction with, phosphorylation of, and thus activation of the RNA polymerase II 

holoenzyme [104,134].  

 Snf1 activity also includes gene expression regulation that occurs downstream of 

transcription. The Snf1 complex phosphorylates Xrn1p, Ccr4p, and Dhh1p, a set of mRNA 
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processing enzymes that promote transcription-mediated mRNA decay; though this machinery 

globally controls mRNA degradation, in the absence of glucose, this stabilizes Snf1 target 

transcripts that are normally under glucose repression, while in the presence of glucose, separate 

Snf1 phosphorylation events in Xrn1p promote degradation of these targets [104,135]. 

 In addition to its transcriptional effects, Snf1 affects the activity of various metabolic 

enzymes directly. Snf1 activates the acetyl-CoA carboxylase Acc1p by direct phosphorylation to 

promote fatty acid production and phospholipid biosynthesis [136,137]. Snf1 phosphorylation of 

the secondary isoform of 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase, Pfk27p, triggers its degradation mediated by 

the ubiquitin Grr1p, limiting the activity of a higher-activity enzyme whose production of 

fructose-2,6-bisphosphate promotes glycolytic activity, inhibits gluconeogensis, and prevents 

growth using glycerol as a carbon source [138]. Gpd2p, one of two yeast glycerol-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenases, is inhibited by direct Snf1 phosphorylation, a recovery oxidation step associated 

with heavy fermentation, to prevent the wasteful generation of glycerol-3-phosphate during the 

diauxic shift [139,140]. 

 TORC1, a highly-conserved positive regulator of cell growth and metabolism in 

eukaryotes, is comprised of Tor1p, Kog1p/Raptor, Lst8p, and Tco89p in budding yeast [141–

143]. Under conditions of glucose deprivation, Snf1 phosphorylation of Kog1p causes it to 

dissociate from the TORC1 complex and form a single large aggregate located near the vacuolar 

membrane [144]. This not only results in the short-term inactivation of TORC1 and its substrates 

including Sch9p, the positive regulator of ribosome biogenesis, but it also produces hysteresis 

such that Snf1-active cells will not reactivate TORC1 until they encounter a higher concentration 

of glucose than normally triggers such activity and the environment meets a higher threshold for 
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exiting a glucose derepressed state [144]. Snf1p activity thus affects metabolism through a broad 

range of mechanisms that include substantial interaction with other nutrient signaling pathways. 

 

1.8 Summary and outstanding questions 

 There has been extensive work performed in budding yeast to dissect the mechanisms by 

which glucose and other carbon sources are sensed and the means by which regulatory pathways 

adjust carbon source catabolism and general metabolic activity in response to this information. 

However, the dynamics of nutrient adaptations remain unclear. 

These pathways reveal extensive regulation of transcription, translation, and enzymatic 

activity, performed by a complicated, interconnected set of factors. But the rigorous control of 

glucose repression and derepression raise logistical and teleological questions. The transition 

between carbon sources in yeast, as in Monod’s experiments, results in a multi-hour lag phase or 

diauxic shift characterized by the reprogramming events described above coupled with the near 

cessation of population-level growth (see Figure 2.1). Yet given the obvious level of sensitivity 

that yeast possess to availability of external carbon sources, and given the level of control that 

they exert over their vast transcriptional and metabolic responses, why should this be? 

The intuitive strategy for a microbe growing in the presence of multiple carbon sources 

would be to begin glucose derepression before it is fully needed and thus avoid the loss of 

several hours of growth potential associated with an extended diauxy; this should require no 

more than a lower threshold for the relative activation or inactivation of these signaling 

pathways. Even more, cells growing in unstable environments would likely benefit from 

constitutive glucose derepression so as to be prepared in the eventuality of a sudden shift in the 

external nutrient supply. 
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In this study, we explore the dynamics and internal states associated with the transition 

from a fermentative, glucose-repressed state to a respiratory, glucose-derepressed one in budding 

yeast. We identify mitochondrial network structure as a useful marker for this transition, as we 

find that such a metabolic state shift involves both mitochondrial biogenesis resulting in a 

doubling of the relative network size as well as a dramatic state of shock in which the normally 

tubular mitochondrial network collapses into large spherical aggregates. We find that a sudden 

transition to respiratory metabolism can only be accomplished by a subset of cells growing in 

glucose repressed conditions and that this heterogeneity cannot be explained by cell size, age, or 

cell cycle state. Instead, these arresting or recovery states are epigenetically inherited. 

We demonstrate the ability to increase recovery frequency through either active 

respiration, cellular memory of prior respiratory activity, or some intermediate level of glucose 

derepression and general respiratory preparation. We infer the rate of switching of cells between 

bimodal prepared and unprepared statuses based on the dynamics of a homogeneous population 

as it re-equilibrates to steady state, and we find that a constant subpopulation of cells remain 

prepared long after the loss of metabolic memory from the population. We discover that, though 

such prepared cells are better equipped to adapt during a sudden incident of environmental 

instability, they grow more slowly in the original, glucose-rich environment. Preparation against 

environmental fluctuation thus must sacrifice current growth potential in return for metabolic 

flexibility. We find that natural variation exists in preparedness, indicating that it may be a trait 

under selection. Finally, we discuss the implications of these findings for the study of yeast 

glucose repression and derepression and a general understanding of the ways in which cells can 

respond and evolve to respond to environmental changes. 
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[When glucose is abruptly withdrawn from the medium, 
a subpopulation of cells is unable to maintain  

mitochondrial network structural integrity, and their tubules] 
ball so hard. 

Jay-Z, Watch the Throne (attrib.)
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2.1 Abstract 

To grow and divide, organisms must continually adapt to unreliable external 

environments in which the identity and quantity of the available nutrients can vary unpredictably. 

Budding yeast possess multiple pathways that allow them to alternate between strategies of 

carbon catabolite metabolism that can produce ATP quickly and sloppily or thoroughly and 

laboriously as befit the resources at hand; abundant glucose favors low-yield glycolytic activity 

to metabolize carbon rapidly, while scarcer environments lead to maximization of ATP yield 

through the additional effort of respiration. Population-level growth measurements in batch 

culture indicate that the shift between the former and latter is a multi-hour process in which cell 

proliferation effectively stalls. Here, we examine the dynamics of fermentative-to-respiratory 

shifts in single cells through rapid shifts in the media supplied within a microfluidics device. We 

measure mitochondrial network size and morphology as markers of cellular reorganization 

following the abrupt glucose deprivation. We observe heterogeneity across isogenic populations 

in which the mitochondrial networks of some cells dramatically lose structural integrity and 

collapse into spherical globules, with varying capability (and time scales) for recovery. This 

metabolic flexibility is accompanied by larger-scale organellular and pH perturbation and is an 

inheritable property. 
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2.2 Introduction 

As described in the preceding chapter, budding yeast can alternate between distinct 

metabolic strategies for carbon source catabolism as a function of the available resources, with 

repression of respiratory activity in the presence of a preferred carbon source such as glucose to 

permit more rapid generation of ATP by glycolysis and fermentation and, in the absence of such 

plenty, derepression of respiratory pathways for more exhaustive carbon catabolism. This 

metabolic flexibility is belied by the dynamics of the shift between repressed and derepressed 

states. In a batch culture of yeast grown in typical synthetic medium inoculated with a small 

number of cells, the initial reliance on heavy fermentation and the later respiration of the residual 

ethanol result in two exponential phases of growth as measured by optical density (Figure 2.1). 

However, the transition between the two, known as the lag phase or diauxy, is a multi-hour 

period of apparently stalled growth. 

 To understand the nature of the lag phase and metabolic transitions more generally, we 

sought to observe individual cells undergoing a similar metabolic shift, which we induced 

artificially by means of a microfluidics setup in which cells’ external environments could be 

controlled with precision. We chose to observe mitochondria as our initial marker of intracellular 

state during this transition. We will briefly review the structure and dynamics of the budding 

yeast mitochondrial network to contextualize this decision and detail the information that such a 

reporter can convey. 

Mitochondria are double-membrane organelles that are theorized to originate from 

endosymbionts of prokaryotic origin [1]. They possess a separate genome and are capable of 

protein synthesis, though their autonomy has been limited by the loss of mitochondrial protein-

encoding sequences to the nucleus and subsequent dependence on external protein production   
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Figure 2.1: Typical yeast growth dynamics. 
Optical density of yeast culture (yLB126) was measured on a plate reader with continuous 
shaking. Dotted lines depict exponential curves fit to the indicated blue and red regions. 
 

and import [2–4]. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the extant mitochondrial genome encodes 2 

rRNAs, 24 tRNAs, and eight gene products: seven proteins that partially comprise the electron 

transport chain and oxidative phosphorylation pathways and one small subunit ribosomal protein 

[5]. The genome itself consists of a series of linear tandem arrays of 75-150 kb in length which 

are arranged into 10-40 nucleoid clusters, functional units of mitochondrial DNA inheritance 

each containing 1-10 mtDNA copies, with the number of both nucleoids and genomes varying 

dramatically across strains and environmental conditions [6–9]. Genome duplication is 

performed independently of the cell cycle and nuclear genome proliferation and appears to occur 

by rolling circle replication [9]. 

The ability of yeast to subsist on the ATP yield from glycolysis alone means that 

respiratory activity and, by extension, the mitochondrial genome itself, are not essential; yeast 

lacking some or all of the mitochondrial genome, known as petites or rho- strains(or rho0, if 

Lag phase

Respiration

Fermentation
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mtDNA is completely absent) remain viable [10,11]. However, mitochondria perform other 

functions that render them essential organelles, and a small number of nuclear-encoded, 

mitochondrially localized proteins involved in iron-sulfur cluster biogenesis, flavin 

mononucleotide synthesis, and upstream roles in mitochondrial import and processing are 

necessary for growth and division as well [12–16]. 

Textbooks typically depict mitochondria as stubby, pill-like structures, but in living cells, 

they often form extensive networks of branched tubules that lie along the cell cortex [17–19]. In 

yeast, this network typically ranges from one to ten distinct mitochondrial segments, with cells in 

the presence of high glucose possessing minimal mitochondrial networks that can increase in 

volume by threefold and in the number of branching points by fourfold when forced to utilize a 

nonfermentable carbon source such as glycerol [17–20]. The inner mitochondrial membrane, 

which features tubular invaginations known as cristae, contain clusters of ATP synthase dimers 

that localize to the sites of greatest cristae curvature [21–25]. These domains too expand 

dramatically in size in response to nonfermentable carbon sugars [26]. Mitochondrial network 

size, structure, and ultrastructure are thus flexible and responsive to environmental conditions. 

Mitochondrial networks are subject to constant remodeling, which alters tubule 

connectivity through a combination of fission events that cleave tubules into two and fusion 

events joining two tubules, either tip-to-tip or tip-to-end. These events allow constant, rapid 

intermixing of the contents of all distinct mitochondrial units on a time scale of seconds [27,28]. 

Fission is performed by the GTPase Dnm1p, a cytosolic protein which oligomerizes to form 

helices that constrict tubules and ultimate result in the pinching off of both inner and outer 

membranes [29–32]. Cortical ER extensions also wrap around mitochondrial tubules at nascent 

fission sites, with the two organelles tethered by means of a protein complex known as the ER-
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mitochondria encounter structure, which is required for efficient mitochondrial division [33,34]. 

The requirement in mammalian cells for the ER-associated formin INF2 indicates that ER’s role 

in mitochondrial fission may involve recruitment of actin filaments to promote constriction [35]. 

Fusion of the inner and outer mitochondrial membranes is performed by two mitofusions, 

Fzo1p (outer membrane) and Mgm1p (inner membrane) in processes driven by GTP hydrolysis 

and the electrical potential across the inner mitochondrial membrane [36–39]. The balance of 

fusion and fission activity is crucial to mitochondrial activity and genome maintenance; 

unopposed fission ultimately results in the formation of mitochondria lacking DNA nucleoids 

[40,41], while incomplete connectivity of the network associated with some fission activity 

allows for selective degradation of damaged mitochondrial units [42]. Loss of both forms of 

remodeling produce networks of normal morphology that properly partition mitochondrial DNA 

but gradually accumulate mutations that reduce overall function [32,43]. 

Multiple studies have performed screens for mutants that alter mitochondrial morphology 

[32,44,45]. Though the precise mechanisms by which mitochondrial network tubularity is 

established and maintained remain unclear, several processes are implicated. Deletion of various 

ATP synthase subunits disrupts cristae formation and results in multiple onion-like inner 

membrane layers [46,47]. Loss of a protein complex appearing to link the inner and outer 

mitochondrial membranes at sites outside of cristae produces stacked cristae spanning the length 

of tubules [48–50]. Mutation of any component of the ER-mitochondria encounter structure 

causes tubules to swell into large spheres [51–55]. Deformation of mitochondrial tubules at sites 

of contact with cortical ER sheets indicate that ER associations apply tension to the network 

[56].  
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Mitochondria cannot be produced de novo and thus must be propagated by inheritance 

and expansion of existing networks [57]. The quasi de novo nature of cell proliferation via 

budding requires that large complexes and organelles, including mitochondria, be actively 

transported across the diffusion barrier at the bud neck; for mitochondria, this is accomplished by 

association with polarized actin cables, transport facilitated by the class V myosin motor protein 

Myo2p, and anchorage and retention at the bud tip by Mmr1p-mediated tethers to cortical ER 

[56,58–62]. In fission yeast, mitochondrial DNA nucleoids are also inherited proportionally to 

total mitochondrial volume but appear to be passively partitioned as a result of their even spacing 

across the length of yeast mitochondrial tubules [43,63]. 

Previous work performed in high glucose has demonstrated that total mitochondrial 

volume and total cell volume are tightly correlated across a population, confirming the existence 

of a mitochondrial volume set point under rich media conditions; newborn daughter cells are 

born with a mitochondrial content matching this scaling law and, while older mother cells 

gradually decrease their volume ratios with age, the G1 phase of the cell cycle is characterized 

by regression of such cells toward the mean ratio [64]. 

 Mitochondrial inheritance is also mildly asymmetric in that buds and daughter cells 

inherit mitochondria of greater reducing redox potential, while mothers retain more oxidizing 

mitochondria that progressively lose function with age [65]. This effect can be abrogated by 

inhibiting tubule fission, indicating that there is selective segregation of damaged mitochondrial 

components to the mother compartment [66,67].  

 In this chapter, we examine mitochondrial morphology in response to metabolic state 

changes. We characterize the dynamics of mitochondrial biogenesis during adaptation to a 

starvation environment and detail a heterogeneous stress response in which mitochondria in 
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some cells condense into spherical globules. We characterize the general organizational state 

inside such cells and observe global disruption of multiple structures. We further demonstrate 

that divergent fates in glucose-deprived conditions are inheritable traits.  

 

2.3 Results 

To assess the potential of yeast mitochondrial network morphology to report on 

metabolic state, and in particular on the progress of a shift between states as is the defining 

characteristic of diauxy, we began by examining mitochondria in cells growing in the presence 

of a variety of carbon sources. For visualization of mitochondria, we fused an exogenous 

mitochondrial presequence to the fluorescent protein mNeonGreen, which we expressed under 

the control of the ADH1 promoter and integrated into the genome at the HIS3 locus (mito-

mNeonGreen) (see Appendix A for further details of construction). The gene product of such a 

construct is transported to the mitochondrial matrix and the presequence is cleaved off, resulting 

in matrix labeling by free fluorescent protein. 

 We cultured cells harboring this construct in synthetic media containing carbon sugars of 

varying quality: glucose, sucrose, and galactose, which are fermentable; and glycerol and 

ethanol, which are nonfermentable and thus cannot be metabolized without respiratory activity. 

Microscopic images of these cells reveal divergent mitochondrial network architectures, in which 

nutrient conditions permitting fermentation result in smaller network sizes, with minimal 

mitochondrial content observed in the presence of high levels of the preferred carbon source 

glucose, while mitochondria in nonfermentable conditions are extensive networks that form 

dense cages about the cell cortex (Figure 2.2). 
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Figure 2.2 Scaling laws of yeast mitochondrial network size vary by carbon source. 
Mitochondrial networks visualized by matrix-targeted mNeonGreen fluorescent protein 
(yLB126) in exponentially-growing yeast cells in synthetic media with indicated carbon sources. 
Scale bar, 10 µm. 
 

 We performed three-dimensional segmentation on these networks and calculated the 

proportion of the total cell volume occupied by mitochondrial content. We found that distinct 

carbon sources produced distinctive mitochondrial-to-whole-cell-volume ratios ranging from 

0.06 under high-glucose conditions to 0.11 when grown on the nonfermentable carbon source 

ethanol (Figure 2.3A). To quantify the relationship between mitochondrial size scaling and 

metabolic output, we measured oxygen consumption rates as a proxy for respiratory activity, 

which we performed using fluorescent oxygen sensors to measure oxygen levels in sealed 

microtiter plates containing cultures of the appropriate media. We found that cells with increased 

mitochondrial network size also depleted oxygen supplies at elevated rates, indicating that 

respiratory activity correlates with increased allocation of cell volume to mitochondrial content 

under these circumstances (Figure 2.3 B). 
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Figure 2.3 Correlation between carbon source, mitochondrial network size, and rate of oxygen 
consumption. 
(A) The ratio of mitochondrial volume to total volume of cells expressing mitochondrially 
targeted mNeonGreen (yLB126) and growing exponentially in synthetic media containing the 
specified carbon sources, examined by microscopy. N ≥ 316 cells collected across three 
biological replicates. 
(B) Oxygen consumption rates of yLB126 were measured in cell culture plates equipped with 
fluorescent oxygen sensor while growing exponentially in synthetic media containing varying 
carbon sources, conducted in parallel with volumetric measurements collected by microscopy in 
(A). Rates normalized by doubling time of each strain, determined by continuous monitoring of 
growth in tandem with oxygen depletion. Error bars indicate one standard deviation. 
 

 We next sought to apply our mitochondrial analysis pathway to the question of metabolic 

state transitions. We established a system to impel fermentative-to-respiratory transitions using a 

microfluidics system providing constant perfusion of media to immobilized cells while 

permitting rapid switches in flow source (Figure 2.4). An initial flow of synthetic media 

containing high glucose promotes robust fermentation, after which an abrupt shift of the input to 

otherwise identical media lacking glucose suddenly removes the external resources necessary for 

such a metabolic state. An optical glass base permits constant observation, before and during the 

transition, by microscopy. 
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Figure 2.4 Experimental setup. 
Cells were maintained in exponential phase in media containing high glucose for a minimum of 
24 hr prior to experimentation. Cells were then immobilized in microfluidics plates and provided 
with synthetic media containing 2% glucose by continuous perfusion, promoting glucose 
repression and fermentative growth. Cells were observed by microscopy during this pregrowth 
period and following abrupt replacement of the source media with synthetic media containing 
0% glucose. 
 

 We observed a striking heterogeneity in the response to sudden glucose deprivation 

(Figure 2.5). All cells appeared to arrest at or near the moment of loss of glucose from the 

medium, including those that were in the process of budding. In a subpopulation of cells, 

mitochondrial networks lost their tubular structure and condensed into spherical globules. In a 

subset of these cells, this collapse in mitochondrial structural integrity would suddenly and 

rapidly reverse itself, followed by mitochondrial biogenesis to increase the total network volume; 

this recovery of tubularity occurred at variable times post-glucose withdrawal and was 

accompanied by resumption of cell growth. Others cells’ mitochondria remained in a collapsed 

state indefinitely, though this did not represent physiological or genetic death given that such 

cells recovered proper mitochondrial morphology and were capable of growth or division when  
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Figure 2.5 Heterogeneous behavior during acute glucose starvation. 
Representative images of yeast expressing mitochondrial matrix-targeted mNeonGreen 
(yLB126), growing in a microfluidic chamber with constant perfusion of synthetic media 
containing 2% glucose followed by abrupt switch to synthetic media lacking glucose after 1 hr. 
Cells variously display structural collapse of mitochondrial structure into globular aggregates, 
recovery of tubular structure with varying kinetics followed by rapid mitochondrial biogenesis, 
or prompt biogenesis without observable aggregation. Scale bar, 10 μm. 
 

glucose returned to the environment (data not shown). In another subpopulation still, no 

mitochondrial collapse was observable on the time intervals at which images were acquired 

(every 15 min), and cells appeared to scale up their mitochondrial content quickly and 

seamlessly and reentered the cell cycle. 

 We used our mitochondrial segmentation pipeline to quantify the dynamics of these 

morphological and volumetric changes. Figure 2.6A displays examples of cells recovering 

quickly, at a moderate speed, or not at all following sudden glucose deprivation (note that these 

are subjective classifications made solely for the purpose of demonstrating our stress and  
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Figure 2.6 Sample phenotypic trajectories during acute glucose starvation. 
(A) Cells starved in synthetic media lacking glucose (see Figure 2.5) at 1 hr and 6 hr post-
glucose withdrawal. Labeled cells are representative of three broad phenotypic classes: fast-
adapting cells, with little perturbation in mitochondrial structure (dark red arrows); cells adapting 
at intermediate speed, after some period of mitochondrial tubular collapse (light orange arrows); 
and cells displaying extended mitochondrial collapse with slow or no adaptation (gray arrows). 
Scale bar, 10 µm. 
(B) Distributions of mitochondrial to total cell volume for phenotypic classes delineated in (A), 
for sample field of view. Filled bands indicate one standard deviation. 
(C) Distributions of mitochondrial sphericity index (ratio of the surface area of a hypothetical 
sphere with the same volume as a mitochondrion to its actual surface area) for phenotypic classes 
described in (A), in given sample field of view. Filled bands indicate one standard deviation. 
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recovery metrics with specific examples). We measured the total mitochondrial volume within 

these cells, expressed as a proportion of total cell volume, and observed trajectories in which the 

increase in mitochondrial volume scaling occurred at speeds ranging from near-immediate to 

never within the measured time frame, consistent with visual impressions of the dynamics of our 

fluorescent matrix label (Figure 2.6B).  

To assess tubularity defects, we used a sphericity index, a dimensionless measure of 

divergence from the proportions of a sphere calculated as the surface area of a hypothetical 

sphere with an object’s given volume divided by the actual surface area. A perfect sphere would 

score a number of one on this index, while decreasing values indicate an increased surface-area-

to-volume ratio characteristic of more topologically complex objects, with unequal axes of 

symmetry and even, as in the case of mitochondria, branch points. We calculated this value for 

discrete mitochondrion within a cell and derived an overall sphericity from the mean of these 

measurements weighted by each individual mitochondrion’s volume. 

In a subpopulation of cells, we observed increases in sphericity that began at the time of 

the loss of glucose from the medium and peaked approximately 1 hr into starvation. In some 

cells, this value abruptly increased after varying intervals, while in others, this more spherical 

conformation was maintained indefinitely (Figure 2.6C). Conversely, cells that appeared to 

rapidly adapt their mitochondrial networks to the altered environment instead decreased their 

mitochondrial sphericity. A lower sphericity value following recovery from glucose withdrawal 

is a passive consequence of mitochondrial biogenesis, as a larger mitochondrial volume arranged 

into similar rodlike structure within the same, limited cell volume displays elaborate branching 

structures and more, longer tubules (see applicable cells in Figures 2.2 and 2.5). This feature of 

our metric allows us simultaneously to distinguish larger-scale losses of tubularity, evinced as 
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dramatic increases in sphericity index, as well as structural changes associated with the 

establishment of new mitochondrial size-scaling ratios, detected in subtler decreases from the 

baseline. 

We present the heterogeneity in starvation responses within a population, without the 

constraint of prior partitioning steps, as time-resolved heat maps in Figure 2.7. We observe low 

initial mitochondrial-to-total-cell volume ratios near 0.06 at the time of glucose deprivation with 

sporadic takeoff to more than double the cell volume allotted to mitochondrial networks, at 

roughly 0.13 (Figure 2.7A, with selected histograms in Figure 2.7C). Similarly, mitochondrial 

sphericity values, initially concentrated between 0.4 and 0.6, rise to 0.8, then interconvert 

between this higher range and a new, lower steady state centered about 0.35 (Figure 2.7B and 

accompanying histograms in Figure 2.7D).  

The result is the establishment of distinct, bimodal distributions in both mitochondrial 

volume relative to total cell size as well as mitochondrial sphericity. Pre-glucose withdrawal, no 

subpopulations of cells are distinguishable using either metric. Post-glucose withdrawal, cells are 

primarily concentrated around two peaks that alternately reflect the presence of absence of 

mitochondrial biogenesis or the retention or loss of structural integrity, with the relative 

proportion of the population within each state shifting over time as increasing number of cells 

begin to recovery at varying speeds, but with cells’ individual phenotypes still primarily 

concentrated about two distinct peaks (Figures 2.7C and 2.7D). 

We were interested in the relationship between these mitochondrial structural properties 

and the ability of cells to resume growth and division within their new environment. To 

investigate this, we determined the time of first visible volume increase (or the onset of budding,  
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Figure 2.7 Quantification of mitochondrial morphological behavior during glucose starvation 
(A) Time-resolved heat map of the ratio of mitochondrial volume to total cell volume in N = 
1,329 cells, before and during acute glucose starvation, with media switch occurring at 0 min. 
Intensity reflects absolute number of cells with a mitochondrial/cell volume ratio within the 
binning area. 
(B) Time-resolved heat map of mitochondrial sphericity index (see Figure 2.6), before and 
following glucose deprivation at 0 min. Representative histograms of mitochondrial/cell volume 
ratio (C) and mitochondrial sphericity (D) of the indicated time points from (A) and (B) display 
bimodality in mitochondrial morphology following glucose withdrawal. 

 

for initially unbudded cells) for a set of 357 cells and tracked their mitochondrial dynamics about 

this transition point. We found that, relative to the predominantly collapsed mitochondrial state 

observed at 1 hr post-starvation and the bimodal distribution consisting partly of collapsed and 

partly of recovered cells at 6 hr post-starvation, the distribution of cells at the time of regrowth 

appeared as a unimodal distribution of low sphericity, with its center aligned with the lower peak 

evident in the larger population (Figure 2.8A). Likewise, relative to the consistently low  
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Figure 2.8 Recovery of mitochondrial structure and increase in network size precede the 
resumption of cell volume expansion. 
(A) Distributions of mitochondrial sphericity index following 1 and 6 hr acute glucose starvation 
(N ≥ 357), and in a subpopulation of recovering cells at the time of growth resumption as 
determined by observable cell volume increase and/or budding activity. 
(B) Distributions of mitochondrial to total cell volume ratio in cells growing in synthetic media 
containing high glucose, cells starved of glucose for 6 hr, and cells deprived of glucose at the first 
detectable resumption of growth. 
Dynamics of mitochondrial sphericity (C) and mitochondrial/cell volume ratio (D) in N = 357 cells 
in the 90 min prior to visible growth resumption.  
 

mitochondrial volume ratio of cells cultivated in the presence of high glucose and the mixture of 

cells of low and high volume ratio evident following 6 hr of starvation, the volume ratios of 

growing cells in these glucose-deprived conditions are uniformly high and overlap with the 

upper peak of the bimodal distribution (Figure 2.8B). 

To determine the relationship between recovery of mitochondrial structural integrity, 

increased biogenesis, and reentry into the cell cycle, we tracked the mitochondrial dynamics in 

these cells in the 90 min prior to growth resumption. We found that both mitochondrial 
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sphericity and volume ratio changed little during this interval; the distribution of sphericity 

indices displayed tightening of a small rightward tail of cells with high sphericity values, while 

the center of the distribution of mitochondrial volume ratios shifted only subtly rightward over 

the course of 90 min (Figures 2.8C and 2.8D, respectively). It thus appears that adaptation of 

mitochondrial morphology to the altered extracellular environment not only precedes larger cell 

growth under these conditions but does so by a considerable time interval. 

We were curious about the nature of the loss of mitochondrial tubularity. Such a 

phenotype could potentially be achieved either by unbalanced mitochondrial fission, producing 

unusually short tubules that aggregate into larger spheres, or by inhibition of the (largely 

uncharacterized) mechanisms that maintain rodlike structure itself, thereby allowing individual 

mitochondria to balloon from tubules into globules. We tested the role of mitochondrial fission 

in inducing these morphological changes by examining starvation dynamics in a fission-deficient 

dnm1Δ mutant (Figure 2.9). When growing in the presence of high glucose, such mutants possess 

a single mitochondrial network with extensive branching forming a weblike structure; once 

glucose is removed from the media, the continuity of the network is maintained, but multiple 

structural collapses occur, resulting in a beads-on-a-string distribution of globules connected by 

small bridges containing signal from out fluorescent matrix marker. From this, we conclude that 

mitochondrial fission is not the mechanism of collapse. The small linkages between spherical 

structures may, we speculate, indicate an intrinsic limit to the length over which a tubule can be 

disrupted, or merely that heavy branching is capable of reinforcing areas of the network. 

 Given that mitochondrial collapse is not dependent on the function of the fusion and 

fission-based remodeling unique to the mitochondrial network, we wondered whether other 

cellular structures might display similar starvation-dependent disruption. To this end, we created  
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Figure 2.9 Mitochondrial fission activity is not required for loss of tubular morphology during 
glucose deprivation. 
Microscopic images of mitochondrial matrix marker in wildtype (yLB126) and mitochondrial 
fission-defective dnm1Δ mutant cells (yLB134), in synthetic media containing high glucose and 
following abrupt glucose withdrawal. Scale bars, 10 μm.  
 

fluorescent fusions of Sec63p, an ER membrane protein [68,69]; Abp140p, an actin filament-

binding protein [70,71]; and Abp1p, a cortical actin patch-binding protein [72]. We imaged each 

in conjunction with the mitochondrial matrix. For each, we observed a subpopulation of cells 

with aggregation of our fluorescent fusions, a phenotype that co-occurred with mitochondrial 

collapse (Figure 2.10A-C). We concluded from this that the starvation conditions that result in 

loss of mitochondrial tubularity also promote disorder and aggregation in a variety of other 

structures. 

 Previous studies have observed large protein assemblies and concomitant increases in 

molecular crowding and cytoplasmic solidity that are associated with nutrient starvation in 

budding yeast [73–78]; this intracellular phase transition is postulated to be a consequence of a 

decrease in cytosolic pH, a property controlled by glucose metabolism and, along with 

intracellular diffusion rates, displaying a conserved dependence on glucose starvation in a variety  
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Figure 2.10 Loss of integrity of multiple cellular structures during acute glucose withdrawal. 
Representative images of cells co-expressing a mitochondrial marker in tandem with ER marker 
Sec63p (yLB41) (A), actin cable-associated protein Abp140p (yLB69) (B), or endocytic actin 
patch marker Abp1p (yLB45) (C), growing in synthetic media containing high glucose and 
following glucose washout. Scale bars, 10 μm. 
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of eukaryotic organisms [79–83]. We thus measured both the cytosolic and mitochondrial pH of 

cells induced to switch metabolic states by acute glucose starvation.  

We calculated pH by comparing the intensity of pHluorin2, a fluorescent protein with a 

bimodal excitation spectrum whose ratiometric signal is pH-sensitive [84], against a standard 

curve derived from in situ measurements in permeabilized, pH-adjusted cells (Figure 2.11A). We 

opted to measure pH dynamics by flow cytometry, in samples arrested in bulk culture by 

centrifugation and resuspension in media lacking glucose (see Appendix A). Measurements of 

pHluorin2 are sensitive to noise from two intensity measurements, and one excitation 

wavelength, 395 nm, is particularly phototoxic to yeast, disfavoring longer-term live imaging. 

Consistent with previous literature, we found that cytosolic pH rapidly dropped upon 

glucose depletion, from a mean of nearly 8 to 6.5 (Figure 2.11B). Upon prolonged starvation, 

however, we observed a bimodal pH distribution centered about 6 and 6.7, reminiscent of the 

heterogeneity observed in mitochondrial and other intracellular structures, in which a 

subpopulation of cells recover from an initial pH drop (though never quite reaching the steady 

state observed in the presence of high glucose) after varying time intervals while another subset 

remains in a perturbed state. We observed similar bimodality within the pH of the mitochondrial 

matrix, with a dramatic pH decrease followed by heterogeneous recovery (Figure 2.11C).  

We also measured dynamics in the intensity of a potential-sensitive fluorescent 

mitochondrial dye to determine whether there is a corresponding disruption of the electrical 

potential across the inner mitochondrial membrane, which, in conjunction with the pH gradient 

created by the expulsion of protons from the matrix, provides the force necessary to favor the 

flow of protons back into the matrix through the ATP synthase complex and generate ATP, the  
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Figure 2.11 Dynamics of pH and mitochondrial potential during glucose starvation. 
(A) In situ calibration of ratiometric pHluorin2 as a reporter of intracellular pH. Exponential 
phase cells expressing pHluorin2 (yLB397) were washed, permeabilized with digitonin, 
resuspended in citric acid-Na2HPO4 buffer of varying pH, with resulting fluorescence at 405 and 
488 nm measured immediately by flow cytometry. Line depicts best-fit exponential to 405/488 
nm ratiometric signal. 
 (B) Dynamics of intracellular pH as measured by constitutively-expressed pHluorin2 localized 
to the cytosol (yLB397), in cells growing in synthetic media containing high glucose and 
following glucose washout. 
(C) Dynamics of mitochondrial pH detected by constitutively-expressed pHluorin2 localized to 
the mitochondrial matrix (yLB219), before and during abrupt glucose starvation.  
(D) Relative potential across the inner mitochondrial membrane, compared across high 
glucose/well-fed cells and for 12 hr following glucose withdrawal from the extracellular 
environment, measured in cells (yLB1) stained with potential-sensitive MitoTracker Red CM-H2-
Xros. 
All distributions (B)-(D) consist of three biological replicates of N = 40,000 cells each. 
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prime mitochondrial function [85,86]. We again detected bimodality in response, with some cells 

displaying loss of mitochondrial membrane potential and others increasing the electrical gradient 

and thus allowing for increased mitochondrial ATP generation; the latter trend is as might be 

expected for the activation of the electron transport chain, a pathway not in use in yeast under 

conditions permitting fermentation (Figure 2.11D).  

These results collectively indicate that, while all cells undergo a pH shock during glucose 

deprivation, there is a proportion of the population in which pH homeostasis and mitochondrial 

electrical gradients are restored or maintained, in full or in part, and a subset of cells in which 

they are not. We leave the relationship between particular pH or electrochemical states and 

corresponding health and metabolic activity as mere inference for now but will return to this 

point while exploring mechanisms of heterogeneity in Chapter 3. 

 To determine whether this unusual mitochondrial stress response and the variable 

capacity for recovery are features of a general starvation response or (given the particular 

relationship between carbon source catabolism and the mitochondrial network) unique to these 

conditions of glucose deprivation, we examined  mitochondrial dynamics during the abrupt 

disappearance of nitrogen from the extracellular environment. For these experiments, we 

constructed a prototrophic strain capable of growing without external amino acid supplements, 

cultured cells in minimal synthetic medium containing ammonium sulfate as the sole nitrogen 

source and glucose as the sole carbon source, and performed media switching resulting in the 

loss of either the environmental nitrogen or carbon supply.  

As in previous glucose withdrawal experiments, we observed the collapse of 

mitochondrial network structure and the recovery or retention of tubularity followed by network 
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size increase in only a subpopulation of cells; unlike in complete media, cells with tubular 

mitochondria never resumed the cell cycle or produced new buds, indicating that growth in the 

absence of sugar requires amino acids as an alternative carbon source (Figure 2.12A). However, 

cells deprived of nitrogen displayed neither mitochondrial collapse nor mitochondrial network 

biogenesis in any fraction of cells (Figure 2.12B). We quantified both mitochondrial to total cell 

volume ratio and mitochondrial sphericity before and during both types of nutrient withdrawal 

and observed a nitrogen-deficient mitochondrial volume ratio distribution that roughly lay 

between the two peaks of the glucose one (Figure 2.12C), while sphericity during nitrogen 

starvation never increased as in glucose starvation and failed to decrease under longer-term 

starvation as glucose-starved mitochondrial networks grew more topologically complex (Figure 

2.12D). We thus concluded that our mitochondrial morphological changes and associated 

heterogeneity are not characteristic of all varieties of nutrient starvation but rather comprise a 

carbon source-specific effect. 

We wished to ensure that the stress response stemmed from the loss of an easily 

metabolizable carbon source rather than another stress, such as a sudden osmotic shock, that 

might similarly accompany the disappearance of a metabolite as abundant as glucose from the 

extracellular milieu. We thus performed a similar carbon source replacement strategy in which 

glucose withdrawal was accompanied by its simultaneous replacement with galactose, a 

fermentable carbon source that nevertheless requires additional enzymes, normally repressed in 

the presence of glucose, for its conversion into glucose-6-phosphate [87]. We again observed 

mitochondrial collapse and inconsistency in recovery, even in the presence of glucose as an 

alternative carbon source (Figure 2.13), indicating that this effect is specific to the loss of 

glucose and not its indirect effects on extracellular conditions. 
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Figure 2.12 Lack of phenotypic heterogeneity during nitrogen starvation. 
(A) Images of mitochondrial matrix fluorescent marker in wildtype (yLB128) cells in synthetic 
media lacking amino acids, growing in the presence of high glucose or 1 hr following glucose 
withdrawal (left panel), or in the same synthetic media, before and 1 hr following nitrogen 
(ammonium sulfate) withdrawal (right panel). Scale bars, 10 μm. 
(B) Distributions of mitochondrial to total cell volume ratio in cells growing in synthetic media 
without amino acids, before or following the shift to identical media lacking either glucose or 
nitrogen (ammonium sulfate), performed at time 0 min. 
(C) Distributions of mitochondrial sphericity index in cells acutely deprived of glucose or 
nitrogen as described. N ≥ 360 cells. 
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Figure 2.13 Phenotypic heterogeneity recapitulated by other carbon source shifts. 
Heat map depicting the distribution of mitochondrial sphericity values for cells growing in a 
microfluidics unit synthetic media containing high glucose, before and after a nutrient shift to 
identical media containing high galactose in lieu of glucose, performed at time 0 min. Intensity 
reflects the number of cells possessing a sphericity index within a given 0.01-sphericity-unit bin. 
N = 354 cells. 
 

The most obvious source of heterogeneity within an isogenic yeast population is cell 

cycle progression, as growth and division proceed asynchronously unless specifically 

manipulated. We examined whether differential starvation sensitivity and subsequent growth 

capacity could be explained by cell cycle state by partitioning our data set into separate bins 

determined by the budded or unbudded status of each individual cell at the moment of 

disappearance of glucose from the media. We found that each subpopulation similarly displayed 

a dramatic initial increase in mitochondrial sphericity followed the development of a bimodal 

distribution of cells containing either collapsed or re-tubulated mitochondria, eliminating 
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differential starvation susceptibility of cells in distinct stages of the cell cycle as the determinant 

of their post-starvation behavior (Figure 2.14). 

An alternative to a cell cycle-based model of starvation outcomes is an as-of-yet 

undetermined epigenetic mechanism. We thus sought to identify whether the mitochondrial 

response to abrupt glucose deprivation was an inheritable trait. We identified pairs of mother and 

daughter cells and compared their responses to glucose withdrawal. We found that, not only were 

cells and their direct progenitors likely to similarly suffer from or avoid mitochondrial collapse, 

their specific scores on our sphericity index even after 2 hr of starvation displayed a modest 

correlation (r2 = 0.43) relative to mother and daughter cells that were randomly paired together 

(r2 = 0.00) (Figure 2.15A). After 6 hr of starvation, the relative mitochondrial sphericities of 

mother and daughters generally fell into one of two clusters defined by mutually high or 

mutually low sphericity with similar correlation (r2 = 0.49, versus r2 = 0.00 for randomly 

assorted mothers and daughters). (Figure 2.15B). We conclude that starvation response is a 

property at least partially propagated through lineage; we can eliminate the predominance 

contact-dependent effects due to both the imperfect correlation between mother-daughter pairs as 

well as the frequent presence of adjoining microlineages for which divergent fates can be 

observed (viz., the divisions in cluster behavior in Figure 2.5). We can further infer from these 

data that age is not the primary mechanism of starvation resistance or susceptibility given the 

tendency of newborn daughters to inherit the same cell fate as their mothers. 
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Figure 2.14 Heterogeneity during acute glucose starvation is not explained by cell cycle state. 
Distributions of mitochondrial sphericity index in cells before and following abrupt glucose 
withdrawal performed via microfluidics at time 0 min, in cells in budded and unbudded states at 
the moment of glucose washout from the environment. N ≥ 404 cells. 
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Figure 2.15 Response to acute glucose deprivation correlates within cell lineages and is an 
inheritable trait. 
Correlation between mitochondrial sphericity index in mother-daughter pairs following glucose 
starvation for 120 min (A) and 240 min (B), contrasted with correlation between the same 
mother and daughter cells when paired at random. Dotted lines depict regression fits calculated 
by least-squares method. N = 617 mother-daughter cell pairs. 
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2.4 Discussion 

We began by examining mitochondrial dynamics during the adaptation to starvation 

conditions following propagation in permissive environments permitting robust fermentation as a 

means of characterizing the metabolic state switching of the sort occurring during the diauxic 

shift, a period in which a batch cell culture superficially appears to experience a bulk loss of 

growth potential for a period of several hours. We find that, in the absence of extracellular cues 

signaling the imminent exhaustion of glucose, cells possess variable potential for adaptation to 

the loss of glucose and resumption of growth, an uncharacterized display of heterogeneity that 

bulk growth measurements would mask. 

 Our mitochondrial morphological metrics are valuable tools for studying internal 

metabolic status. We detect variation in mitochondrial network size scaling across varying 

carbon sources that mirrors the trend in more direct measurements of metabolic output; however, 

our mitochondrial assays are non-destructive and can be tracked in individual cells across 

conditions in conjunction with other fluorescent markers and similar reporters. Our sphericity 

index in particular captures intracellular changes on multiple levels: the state of shock associated 

with the majority of cells in the early stages of starvation relative to the reemergence of 

mitochondrial tubularity, a more-or-less binary distinction which is accordingly reflected in 

respectively high or low sphericity values distributed about two well-separated peaks, as well as 

the network branching and increased topological restraints associated with alteration of 

mitochondrial size scaling laws in environments requiring respiration, seen in the more nuanced 

distinction between the steady-state sphericity values of cells growing in the presence of high 

glucose and the subpopulation of cells that have adjusted to a glucose-free environment. The 

ability to discern increases in mitochondrial volume ratio in adapting cells also allows us to track 
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recovery progress as cells reorganize and reprioritize components of their internal architecture to 

befit an altered nutrient context. Crucially, both of these parameters signal imminent changes in 

metabolic state long before any detectable increases in total cell volume or bud production, 

which lag behind perceptible mitochondrial remodeling by time scales of greater than one hour. 

 Mitochondrial network configuration is also an easily quantifiable property that is 

disrupted in tandem with a host of additional cellular structures, making it a useful bellwether of 

global organizational status. This system further provides an accessible means by which to study 

how mitochondrial size scaling is established and the consequences for cell health when it is 

perturbed. 

We use these metrics, among others, in the next chapter to further explore the nature of 

heterogeneity during sudden glucose deprivation and implications of such variation for 

populations growing in unstable environments. We believe that mitochondrial analysis would 

also be beneficial in understanding the dynamics of environmental adaptation in other contexts, 

particularly in response to external stresses that could potentially feature similar mitochondrial 

disruption if not hidden population substructure. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF PHENOTYPIC 
HETEROGENEITY DURING ENVIRONMENTAL 
INSTABILITY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In fact, the mere act of opening the [onix] box 
will determine the state of the [mitochondrial network], 

although in this case, there were three 
determinate states the [mitochondria] could be in: 

Alive, Dead, and Bloody Furious. 
Terry Pratchett, Discworld (attrib.) 
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3.1 Abstract 

When cells growing in permissive environments supporting heavy fermentation are 

suddenly deprived of glucose, they display bimodality in their recovery dynamics, or lack 

thereof. We have examined these starvation responses through mitochondrial morphology, as 

cells adapting to a harsher environment expand their mitochondrial networks in size while those 

in a state of prolonged stress instead lose mitochondrial structure entirely as tubules collapse into 

spherical globules. Here, we perform similar mitochondrial morphological analysis in a range of 

knockout mutants to identify those that homogeneously adapt or fail to adapt during sudden 

glucose withdrawal. Our identified mutations affect glucose sensing, signalization, or glycolysis 

itself, and fast-adapting strains uniformly display increased mitochondrial network scaling even 

in the presence of glucose. We detect similar associations between mitochondrial content and 

metabolic flexibility in wild-type cells. We further determine that such metabolic preparation 

imposes a short-term fitness cost and that there is natural variation in the degree to which wild 

yeast populations adapt to sudden starvation, coupled to a similar growth tradeoff. 
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3.2 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, we identified phenotypic heterogeneity that emerges during a 

sudden environmental challenge requiring once-fermenting cells to shift to a respiratory 

metabolism. This bimodality appears to be an inherited trait within isogenic populations. We will 

briefly review prior work describing instances in which heterogeneity has been identified in 

microbial metabolism or metabolic transitions have been manipulated, so that it might inform 

and contextualize our attempts to characterize this behavior’s origin and evolutionary 

consequences. 

 Phenotypic heterogeneity has been observed within genetically homogeneous yeast 

populations in a variety of contexts, including both responses to stress associated with heat 

shock, pH fluctuations, copper, lead, and other toxins as well as divergent growth rates under 

constant conditions [1–4]. A primary mechanism for this behavioral diversity is variable gene 

expression (however, note that metabolic state or stress response can certainly be affected by 

other means; recent work has identified protein assemblies as rapid and reversible ways to inhibit 

the activity of extant protein in glycolysis and glucose derepression in budding yeast [5,6]). Such 

expression differences can arise from extrinsic or deterministic forces, as seen in spatially 

structured yeast colonies in which individual cells exist in distinct nutrient environments [7] and 

in age or cell cycle-dependent responses [4,8]. In other cases, heterogeneity in gene expression 

arises from intrinsic noise associated with stochasticity at any or many stages in protein 

production [9–12]. These effects can be amplified by signal propagation in regulatory networks 

to stabilize phenotypes arising from small fluctuations [13]. They can further be propagated or 

suppressed across generations through epigenetic effects and noise or bias in inheritability [14].  
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Though this behavioral variation exists within isogenic populations, the architecture 

underlying gene expression, chromatin remodeling, inheritance, and other cellular control 

processes is fundamentally genetic. Accordingly, it is possible for evolutionary selection to shape 

nongenetic behavioral heterogeneity, and evidence for this is seen in the relationship between 

expression noise and promoter sequence [10,15,16], the relatively low noise associated with 

essential cellular functions [12,17,18], and the natural variation observed in gene expression 

noise and phenotypic heterogeneity in response to a wide range of environmental perturbations 

in natural yeast strains [3,19–21]. 

Phenotypic heterogeneity in metabolic state types is well documented in prokaryotes. In 

E. coli, bulk-level measurements performed on cells growing in a mixture of glucose (the 

preferred carbon source) and a nonpreferred, gluconeogenic substrate will consume each sugar 

sequentially, with a lag associated with the diauxic shift between the two growth phases [22]. 

Applying fluorescent dyes and examining the dynamics of their dilution across the lag phase 

demonstrates that only a subpopulation of cells ever completes diauxy; the apparent growth 

arrest separating the two exponential phases is the result of exponential growth of a small 

number of cells and indefinite arrest of the rest rather than temporary, collective growth stalling 

[23,24]. Similar single-cell bimodality underlies sugar utilization dynamics in Bacillus subtilis 

and Lactococcus lactis [25,26]. Modeling of E. coli central carbon metabolism has argued for the 

existence of two bistable states characterized by either glucose or acetate utilization, a hypothesis 

that is consistent with an experimentally observed heterogeneity in glucose uptake [27,28]. This 

metabolic differentiation is reminiscent of the bistability of the lac operon in glucose-lactose 

mixtures [29–31]. The relative proportion of fast- (or ever-) adapting cells is higher in cultures 
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that have recently been exposed to the secondary carbon source, indicating that prokaryotes 

retain metabolic memory of previous environments [32–36]. 

Several previous studies have examined the transition between glucose and galactose 

utilization in budding yeast in some detail and have obtained similar results. Experiments 

performed in bulk culture containing an excess of both sugars produce a diauxy consistent with 

the dynamics in E. coli; yeast growth increases in two discrete exponential phases corresponding 

to glucose metabolism, then galactose metabolism, with a multi-hour lag phase separating the 

two [37,38]. Memory of galactose induction, allowing for more rapid induction upon a second 

environmental challenge, can persist for more than six cell divisions [39,40]. Previous 

respiratory activity has a similar effect in promoting maltose utilization during sudden glucose 

replacement [41]. Even in naive cells, galactose regulatory and enzymatic genes (which, 

incidentally, are themselves controlled by positive feedback loops that render the pathway 

bistable [42,43]) can be induced long before the depletion of glucose as a function of relative 

glucose and galactose levels [44]; at certain ratios of the two sugars, this response is bimodal, 

with a fraction of cells both displaying an early induction that is accompanied by slower growth 

prior to glucose exhaustion [38]. Additional studies have observed that natural yeast strains 

grown in glucose-galactose mixtures display diversity in the lead time of galactose gene 

induction that correlates with subsequent lag duration [45]. These shorter or longer lag phases 

confer respective fitness advantages or disadvantages during diauxy that are inversely correlated 

with fitness during the glucose utilization phase of growth, such that preparation for a transition 

is beneficial at the time of depletion but will lower a strain’s short-term fitness [45]. A similar 

fitness tradeoff has been observed during forced transitions between glucose and maltose, in 
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which loss of Hxk2p function, which partially relieves glucose repression [46,47], promotes 

faster adaptation to maltose but slows growth in the presence of glucose [48]. 

In this chapter, we identify a set of mutations that display homogeneous adaptation to 

acute glucose starvation, all of which directly affect glucose sensing, signaling, or utilization. We 

determine that these suppressor strains possess relatively voluminous mitochondrial networks 

that imply full or partial pre-adaptation to a respiratory environment, a notion supported a 

corresponding increase in oxygen consumption rate. We explore the relevance of these traits to 

wild-type populations and find that mitochondrial network scaling size is a predictor of future 

recovery capacity. We similarly find that prior respiratory activity promotes recovery but that 

this metabolic memory is lost from the population within hours with the exception of a 

subpopulation of cells that remains metabolically flexible indefinitely. We determine by single-

cell growth analysis that this flexibility imposes a short-term fitness cost. We also observe this 

environmental growth-rate tradeoff in natural yeast strains that display varying levels of 

metabolic flexibility, indicating that preparation against nutrient instability may be under 

evolutionary selection. 

 

3.3 Results 

To dissect the phenotypic heterogeneity that we observe during sudden glucose 

withdrawal from the environment, we sought to identify mutations that produce homogeneous 

starvation responses. Given the context of the behavior, we selected candidate genes involved in 

glucose repression and derepression for initial testing. We examined the dynamics of our 

mitochondrial matrix marker in mutant strains during sudden carbon source shifts, which we 

affected by immobilizing cells in a microfluidics device, supplying them with synthetic media 
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containing high glucose by constant flow, and suddenly, rapidly switching the flow input to 

similar synthetic media lacking glucose (see Appendix A, Materials and Methods).   

 We summarize the suppressing and aggravating mutations that we identified by this 

candidate approach, along with a general depiction of their associated gene products’ relative 

roles in glucose sensing, signaling, and utilization, in Figure 3.1. Collectively, our mutants that 

suppress the mitochondrial stress phenotypes that we observe in a subpopulation of wild-type 

cells post-glucose withdrawal are characterized by defects in external glucose sensing (rgt2Δ 

snf3Δ double mutants), glucose phosphorylation (hxk2Δ), glucose-dependent transcriptional 

repression (mig1Δ mig2Δ double mutants), or the ability to inhibit the activity of the Snf1p 

kinase complex, a crucial positive regulator of glucose derepression (reg1Δ) (see Chapter 1 for a 

detailed review of the roles of these gene products in carbon source catabolism in budding yeast). 

We observe uniform and indefinite loss of mitochondrial activity associated with loss of Snf1p 

kinase itself (snf1Δ). 

We display sample images of homogeneous starvation responses in Figure 3.2. As we 

have described in the previous chapter, wild-type cells, which contain modest mitochondrial 

networks with minimal branching in the presence of high glucose, are both inconsistent in their 

ability to maintain mitochondrial tubularity following the disappearance of glucose from the 

media and variable in their ability to recover from this state of structural shock. Mutants with 

snf1Δ genotypes display similar mitochondrial morphology in glucose-rich environments but 

uniformly experience mitochondrial collapse upon glucose starvation. In contrast, hxk2Δ mutants 

do not detectably lose mitochondrial structural integrity at all during glucose withdrawal and  
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Figure 3.1 Summary of identified suppressors and aggravator mutations. 
Simplified depiction of glucose sensing and signaling pathways in budding yeast, focusing on 
extracellular glucose sensing, import, phosphorylation, and activity by transcriptional repressors 
and their associated regulators that integrate into the glycolytic pathway via the hexose kinases 
that phosphorylate glucose. Red boxes indicate gene products for which loss of function results 
in rapid, homogeneous adaptation during acute glucose starvation. The blue box indicates a gene 
product whose loss results in a homogeneous inability to adapt following the withdrawal of 
glucose from the culture.  
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Figure 3.2 Mutants with hxk2Δ and snf1Δ genotypes result in homogeneous adaptation or 
uniform arrest and loss of mitochondrial morphology, respectively, during glucose starvation. 
Representative images of of mitochondria as detected by mitochondrial matrix marker in wild-
type (yLB126), hxk2Δ (yLB146), and snf1Δ (yLB168) cells, growing in synthetic media 
containing high glucose and following abrupt removal of glucose by washout in a microfluidic 
chamber. Scale bar, 10 μm.  
 

 

instead rapidly adapt to the new environment by accumulation additional mitochondrial volume, 

which they do more quickly than the subset of wild-type cells that recover. However, hxk2Δ 
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mitochondria are also distinguishable from wild-type networks in glucose-rich media, in which 

they contain visibly greater mitochondrial content. 

 Heat maps of mitochondrial to total cell volume ratios (Figure 3.3A, C, E) and 

mitochondrial sphericity index (Figure 3.3B, D, F) of wild-type, snf1Δ, and hxk2Δ strains 

highlight both the uniformity in the respective failure and success of the two mutants to persist 

and adapt during glucose starvation as well as the phenotypic similarity of each unimodal 

distribution to one of the two wild-type subpopulations that display divergent mitochondrial 

states; snf1Δ mutants appears to phenocopy the subset of cells that never remodel their 

mitochondrial networks to suit the altered environment, while hxk2Δ mutants adapt rapidly and 

homogeneously. 

 We wondered whether the homogeneity in mitochondrial fates that we observed in 

association with these mutants extended to other intracellular manifestations of stress, 

particularly the extreme pH drop observed immediately following glucose washout from 

theexternal media. We thus expressed cytosolically-localized pHluorin2, a ratiometric 

fluorescent pH reporter [49], in snf1Δ and hxk2Δ genetic backgrounds.  

 The cytosolic pH of snf1Δ and hxk2Δ mutants is initially similar to that of wild-type cells, 

with a mean centered about 7.6 (Figure 3.4). All three strains experience a dramatic acidification 

of the cytosol immediately following the loss of glucose, with the internal pH dropping to 6.3-

6.8. However, as wild-type cells partially adapt and the population pH differentiates into a two-

peaked distribution, with one subpopulation partially recovering pH, to roughly 6.6, and 

maintaining the acidic pH produced after initial drop. The pH of each mutant, in contrast, is a 

unimodal distribution. In snf1Δ cells, cytosolic pH remains low, while the pH recovers to 6.7 in  
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Figure 3.3 Homogeneous yet distinct fates in snf1Δ and hxk2∆ mutants. 
Time-resolved heat maps of mitochondrial-to-total-cell volume ratio in N ≥ 360 cells, before and 
during acute glucose starvation occurring at 0 min in snf1∆ (yLB168) (A) and hxk2∆ (yLB146) 
(B) mutants. Compare to Figure 2.7 and the bimodality displayed in wild-type cells; each mutant 
appears to recapitulate one subpopulation. 
Time-resolved heat maps of mitochondrial sphericity index in N ≥ 360 cells, before and during 
acute glucose starvation occurring at 0 min in snf1∆ (yLB168) (C) and hxk2∆ (yLB146) (D) 
mutants.  
 

 

hxk2Δ populations, achieving this new steady state several hours in advance of the recovering 

wild-type population (Figure 3.4, 360-720 min). Late into starvation, the two peaks observed in 

wild-type cells each overlap with one of the unimodal distributions associated with snf1Δ or 

hxk2Δ mutants. We conclude that the phenotypic resemblance of snf1Δ and hxk2Δ mutants to  
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Figure 3.4 Deletions of hxk2Δ or snf1Δ result in homogeneous pH distributions during acute 
glucose starvation. 
Cytosolic pH, calculated from the ratiometric intensity of constitutively-expressed  pHluorin2 
(see Figure 2.11), in wild-type (yLB397), hxk2Δ (yLB416), and snf1Δ (yLB412) strains. Cells 
were grown in synthetic media containing high glucose and abruptly starved for glucose, with 
pH measurements at the indicated time intervals. All distributions consist of three biological 
replicates of N = 40,000 cells each. 
 

different components of the heterogeneous wild-type distribution in mitochondrial morphology 

also extends to pH homeostasis. 

 The behavior of hxk2Δ cells in response to acute glucose withdrawal is not a perfect 

recapitulation of the trajectories observed in adapting wild-type cells: both mitochondrial 

remodeling and pH recovery in wild-type cells are slower processes than in hxk2Δ mutants. The 

noticeably higher initial mitochondrial network size scaling ratio in the latter strain may imply 

that adaptation has begun even prior to the environmental shift. We examined whether this 

relatively large mitochondrial volume, even in rich media, and rapidity of adjustment to glucose-

deficient media were properties of all of our mutants capable of homogeneous mitochondrial 

maintenance during starvation. 
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 We found that all four of our identified recoverer mutants (mig1Δ mig2Δ, hxk2Δ, reg1Δ, 

and rgt2Δ snf3Δ) initially displayed subtly lower values of mitochondrial sphericity than wild-

type and snf1Δ cells (Figure 3.5, top panel). Several hours after the disappearance of glucose, 

these mutant strains uniformly lacked the dramatically high sphericity levels seen in some wild-

type cells (and all snf1Δ mutants), as was the target phenotype in our initial search (Figure 3.5, 

bottom panel). Even just following glucose washout, while wild-type and snf1Δ mitochondria 

condensed into spheres, the other strains avoided this structural collapse and maintained modest 

sphericity indices (Figure 3.5, middle panel). Not only do these mutant cells reliably and 

consistently adapt to glucose deprivation, they all do so while avoiding any appreciable residence 

time in a state of mitochondrial disorder as an intermediate. 

 Given the correlation between uniformity and speed of mitochondrial remodeling 

associated with all of these mutations, we quantified the initial proportion of each cell’s total 

volume that it devotes to the mitochondrial network in rich environments in which the 

concentration of glucose is more than sufficient for growth to be supported by fermentation. We 

found that, while snf1Δ and wild-type mitochondrial scaling ratios were indistinguishable at 

0.061 and 0.063, respectively, all of our recoverer strains contained greater relative 

mitochondrial quantities, with ratios ranging from 0.092 (mig1∆mig2∆) to 0.147 (reg1∆) (Figure 

3.6). In their original, well-fed environment, each of our recovery mutants is closer in 

mitochondrial content to starved cells than are wild-type cells. 

 This observation led us to hypothesize that the mechanism by which these mutations 

permit homogeneous recovery during starvation is simply prior glucose derepression and even 

respiratory activity; the barrier to switching between metabolic states is, by definition, lower in  
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Figure 3.5 Suppressing and aggravating mutants produce homogeneous mitochondrial 
morphology phenotypes upon glucose starvation. 
Distributions of mitochondrial sphericity in snf1Δ (yLB168), wild-type (yLB126), mig1Δmig2Δ 
(yLB180), hxk2Δ (yLB146), reg1Δ (yLB196), and rgt2Δsnf3Δ (yLB233) strains when growing 
in high glucose (top panel) and following glucose deprivation for 60 min (middle panel) and 240 
min (lower panel). Mutants in red display relatively low initial sphericity and no increase during 
glucose withdrawal. The snf1Δ mutant in blue initially resembles wild-type in its sphericity index 
in high glucose and immediately post-starvation but contains no subpopulation that recovers in 
late-stage starvation. N ≥ 142 cells per class. 
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Figure 3.6 Mutants with increased adaptation rates possess enlarged mitochondrial networks in 
the presence of high glucose. 
Mitochondrial to total cell volume ratio in snf1Δ (yLB168), wild-type (yLB126), mig1Δmig2Δ 
(yLB180), hxk2Δ (yLB146), reg1Δ (yLB196), and rgt2Δsnf3Δ (yLB233) strains growing in 
synthetic media containing high glucose. N ≥ 142 cells per class. 
 
 

cells that have already partially switched or at least straddle the two catabolic strategies. To test 

this possibility, we measured oxygen consumption rates as a proxy for respiratory activity in our 

recoverer strains when cultured in synthetic media containing ample glucose. We determined the 

rate of oxygen depletion from sealed microtiter plates containing fluorescent oxygen-sensing 

chips and normalized the rate of consumption by the growth rate of each strain (Figure 3.7).  

We found that wild-type cells displayed rates of oxygen consumption and respiration that 

did not differ significantly from a respiratory-deficient petite strain lacking mitochondrial DNA 

(p = 0.19). The consumption rates of all four recoverer mutants were in turn significantly 

elevated above that of wild-type cells (p ≤ 0.02). Curiously, snf1Δ mutants, also respiratory-

defective, also consumed oxygen more rapidly than did our wild-type strain (p = 0.02). This  
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Figure 3.7 Increased respiratory activity in fast-adapting mutants. 
Oxygen consumption rate, normalized by growth rate, for petite (yLB73),  snf1Δ (yLB167), 
wild-type (yLB1), mig1Δmig2Δ (yLB181), hxk2Δ (yLB145), reg1Δ (yLB194), and rgt2Δsnf3Δ 
(yLB232) strains growing in synthetic media containing high glucose. Data consist of three 
biological replicates, each comprised of four technical replicates. In comparison to wild-type, all 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p-values < 0.05 except for petite (p = 0.19). 

 

finding is in agreement with previous work which has identified increased oxygen consumption 

rates associated with snf1Δ in media containing 2% glucose, as in our experiment; as the growth 

of snf1Δ mutants in their study was also dependent upon external amino acid supplementation, at 

least partial activity of the citric acid cycle, and the ability to oxidize mitochondrial NADH 

(which consumes oxygen), the authors argued that snf1Δ mutants compensate for the loss of 

Snf1p activity with some increased level of mitochondrial function, even if they cannot generate 

sufficient ATP from respiration for survival [50]. Though this somewhat false positive result for 

snf1Δ complicates the conclusions that we can draw from these data, the data for our recoverer 

mutants are consistent with and do not negate the possibility that prior respiratory activity may 

be beneficial for metabolic transitions; our other four mutants, after all, are competent to grow on 

non-fermentable media, unlike snf1Δ or petite strains. 
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We wondered whether the relationship that we observed between efficient starvation 

recovery and prior mitochondrial content could explain the variability in wild-type populations. 

We ranked our data set of 1,329 cells on their mitochondrial to total cell volume ratios at the 

time point immediately before abrupt glucose deprivation and tracked the least- and most-

endowed 10% of cells across the environmental transition. We observed a bias towards rapid 

recovery, often within less than an hour, in our high-mitochondrial subpopulation relative to the 

larger population, as well as an enrichment in recoverers more generally (Figure 3.8A, C). In 

contrast, the cells with the least proportional mitochondrial volume in the presence of high 

glucose were less likely to decrease in sphericity after the initial structural shock, and the small 

percentage of cells that did not initially increase their mitochondrial sphericity were completely 

absent from this subpopulation (Figure 3.8B, D). Though the proportion of the cytosol occupied 

by mitochondria prior to environmental fluctuation is not a perfect predictor of future behavior, 

there is a clear bias present in the likelihood of cells with proportionally larger or smaller 

mitochondrial networks to succeed or fail, respectively, at transitioning to a respiratory 

metabolism. 

These data imply that a history of glucose derepression or respiratory activity are 

beneficial to cells during an abrupt nutrient starvation that necessitates sudden metabolic state 

switching, a potential link that we wished to test directly. Though our microfluidics setup 

coupled with three-dimensional mitochondrial segmentation allows us to track arrest and 

recovery dynamics in individual cells in great detail, the nature of the platform severely restricts 

both the number of cells and variety of conditions that we can examine at once, in addition to the 

intrinsic limits that a closed system places on observable time scales. We thus wished to establish 

a batch culturing system in which we could efficiently determine cell metabolic status in bulk  
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Figure 3.8 Predictive power of mitochondrial size scaling at distribution extrema. 
(A) Time-resolved heat map of mitochondrial sphericity in the presence of high glucose and 
during acute glucose starvation for the top 10% of cells (N = 133) with the highest mitochondrial 
to total cell volume ratio immediately prior to glucose washout. Intensity reflects absolute 
number of cells with a mitochondrial sphericity index within the given bin. 
(B) Heat map of mitochondrial sphericity dynamics of 10% of cells with the lowest 
mitochondrial to total cell volume ratio (N = 132) just before glucose starvation. 
(C) and (D), histograms of selected timepoints for the kinetic distributions in (A) and (B), 
respectively.  
 

across a variety of samples, particularly those with varying degrees or histories of 

respiration and fermentation. 

In our [failed] search for a fluorescent fusion to a natively expressed protein that might 

allow us to predict arrest or recovery capacity during glucose withdrawal, we discovered that 

the replacement of hexose transporters across the plasma membrane was a clear indicator of cells 

actively engaged in metabolic activity associated with state switching and the resumption of 
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growth in the absence of glucose. Among the transporter fusions with the highest signal 

intensity, and thus the clearest distinction between the two metabolic states, was the low affinity 

glucose transporter Hxt3p [51,52]. Hxt3p is abundant during exponential growth in fermentative 

conditions but is transcriptionally repressed and existing protein is transported to the vacuole and 

degraded when exclusively nonfermentable carbon sources are available [53–55]. We imaged 

cells expressing fluorescently labeled Hxt3p in tandem with our mitochondrial matrix marker in 

wild-type, snf1Δ, and hxk2Δ cells. We found that, after 24 hr glucose deprivation, hxk2Δ mutants 

had lost Hxt3p expression but developed elaborately branched mitochondrial networks, while 

snf1Δ mutants continued to experience mitochondrial collapse but retained Hxt3p along the cell 

membrane, save for a subpopulation of shriveled, phase-dark cells that appeared dead (Figure 

3.9A). In agreement with the bimodality that we observed in mitochondria by microfluidics, we 

similarly observed a subpopulation of cells with collapsed mitochondria but bright Hxt3p signal 

and one with more voluminous mitochondrial networks but no fluorescence associated with the 

Hxt3p marker (Figure 3.9A). Signal from our fluorescent Hxt3p fusion thus appears to 

recapitulate the cell states that we have catalogued previously on the basis of mitochondrial 

morphology. 

Hxt3p is also an attractive marker as it can be assessed by simple intensity measurements 

in contrast to our more extensive mitochondrial morphological analysis. We performed bulk 

glucose withdrawal on wild-type, snf1Δ, and hxk2Δ strains expressing Hxt3p-mNeonGreen and 

determined whether we could distinguish between cells that had retained or degraded the 

transporter by flow cytometry. We observed that, over a period of hours following glucose 

starvation, a portion of the wild-type population lost the initially high fluorescent signal and a 

bimodal distribution emerged (Figure 3.9B). Cells with the snf1Δ mutation largely retained  
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Figure 3.9 Hxt3-mNeonGreen as a marker of arrest-recovery behavior during glucose 
deprivation. 
(A) Representative images of cells co-expressing fluorescently labeled Hxt3p-mNeonGreen and 
mitochondrial matrix-targeted mito-mNeptune in snf1Δ (yLB299), hxk2Δ (yLB297), or wild-type 
(yLB256) mutant backgrounds following 24 hr of glucose deprivation. While hxk2Δ mutants  
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Figure 3.9 (Continued) 
display uniform mitochondrial network increase and loss of Hxt3p signal and snf1Δ uniformly 
retain Hxt3p-mNeonGreen and have fragmented mitochondria (excepted the shriveled, phase- 
dark dead cells), the wild-type population is a heterogeneous distribution of Hxt3p-positive cells 
with mitochondrial fragmentation and Hxt3p-negative cells with large mitochondrial networks. 
Scale bar, 10 µm. 
(B) Hxt3p-mNeonGreen intensity measured by flow cytometry in wild-type, snf1Δ, and hxk2Δ 
cells growing in the presence of high glucose and deprived of glucose for the indicated time 
intervals. Distributions consist of three biological replicates of N = 40,000 cells each. 

 

Hxt3p-mNeonGreen signal and overlapped with the higher-signal wild-type peak, save for a 

small subpopulation that was present in all samples, both before and during glucose starvation; 

we speculate that this reflects cell death. Mutants with hxk2Δ genotypes uniformly lost Hxt3p-

mNeonGreen fluorescence and colocalized with the lower-signal wild-type peak, although the 

distribution of hxk2Δ cells converged at this lower value several hours before the wild-type cells. 

It is notable that, although we observed near-instantaneous adaptation of hxk2Δ to glucose-

deficient environments in our microfluidics device, the loss of Hxt3p is not discernible for 

roughly two hours post-starvation. Subsequent microfluidics experiments performed with this 

fluorescent construct indicate that this reflects a uniformly slower adaptation process across all 

applicable genotypes when grown in bulk rather than a limitation of the kinetics of Hxt3p-

mNeonGreen degradation itself (data not shown). We speculate that the constant supply of fresh 

media by flow cytometry, the physical pressures associated with confinement in the 

microfluidics device, and other factors unique to our microfluidics setup influence the speed with 

which cells recover. Nevertheless, the steady states observed in these strains and their relative 

recovery dynamics remain constant across both experimental setups. 

We used this bulk metabolic state switching system to determine whether a history of 

respiratory activity influences the ability of cells to adapt following an unexpected shift into 

starvation conditions. We induced cells expressing Hxt3p-mNeonGreen to respire by culturing 
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them in media containing acetate, a non-fermentable carbon source. We then transferred them to 

media containing high concentrations to glucose for varying residence times in a state of 

exponential, fermentative growth, generating a set of cultures with a series of time intervals since 

their last period of respiratory activity, before resuspending them in media lacking glucose. We 

performed these experiments in prototrophic strains so that we could omit amino acids from the 

supplied media and thus avoid supplementing our cultures with an alternative source of carbon in 

any form; we have previously established that cells subjected to similar starvation in the absence 

of amino acids display bimodality in mitochondrial network collapse, recovery, and biogenesis 

but cannot resume replication, as they have no source of carbon whatsoever (see Figure 2.12A-

C). This system allows us to quantify the probability of recovery within a population without 

confounding effects from the proliferation of cells that have adapted to the starvation 

environment. 

We measured the Hxt3p-mNeonGreen signal in cells of varying metabolic history after 

24 hr of glucose deprivation and determined the probability of recovery based on the proportion 

of cells that had lost transporter signal (Figure 3.10). We observed a decrease in adaptation 

capacity with increasing time since last reliance on a non-fermentable carbon source, the 

dynamics of which appear to fit a logistic decay curve (r2 = 0.95). We conclude that recent 

respiratory activity allows cells to more efficiently adapt when abruptly shifted into a respiratory 

environment once more. It is of note that, long after memory of respiration is lost from the 

majority of the population, the culture maintains a steady state at which roughly 20% of cells are 

prepared for or resistant to an environmental shift. 

If we posit that preparation for respiration, or lack thereof, is a binary state in 

correspondence with the bimodality observed in both mitochondrial morphological state and  
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Figure 3.10 Quantification of metabolic memory and cell state switching in high glucose. 
Cells expressing Hxt3p-mNeonGreen (yLB432) were grown in synthetic media lacking amino 
acids and containing potassium acetate as a carbon source, then switched into otherwise identical 
media containing high glucose for the specified number of hours prior to sudden glucose 
starvation. The proportion of cells with loss of Hxt3p signal indicating metabolic adaptation was 
quantified by flow cytometry. The solid line represents the logistic function calculated from the 
data by non-linear least squares fit. 
 

signal associated with the Hxt3p-mNeonGreen transporter fusion, then all populations would 

consist of some combination of the two cell types. A culture initiated from a small number of 

founding cells in an environment demanding respiratory activity is, by definition, composed 

solely of the respiring or persistent cell type, as this metabolic state is a prerequisite for growth 

and division in this context. These cells are already fully adapted to a respiratory environment. 

As we observe a decrease in probability of recovery with increasing time in the presence of 

abundant glucose, we thus see interconversion between the two states, as a previously 

homogeneous population develops varying degrees of heterogeneity over time. Given the 

uniformity of the original, heavily respiring population (as is enforced by the environmental 
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pressures on it), the decrease in the ability to turn over Hxt3p-mNeonGreen with increasing 

residence time in high glucose reflects the conversion between respiration-primed and unprimed, 

prepared and unprepared metabolic states. We measure this value, the tangent line to the 

sigmoid’s midpoint, as 0.23 hr-1.  

A culture maintained in exponential phase in glucose-rich media for a day or more has 

reached an asymptote on the metabolic memory curve. We expect that this probability of 

recovery reflects the steady state ratio of arrester cells to prepared/recoverer cells in the absence 

of environmental compulsion. We calculate that this ratio is 3.65, and since this reflects an 

equilibrium at which the interconversion between arresting and recovering states must be 

balanced, we can infer that the rate at which arrester cells prepare for respiration and switch 

metabolic state types must be 0.23 hr-1 / 3.65 = 0.06 hr-1. We are presently attempting to 

corroborate these measurements in our microfluidics setup by exploiting the epigenetic nature of 

these phenotypes; by measuring the frequency of cells within a direct lineage that diverge in fate 

relative to their ancestors or descendants, we can estimate the probability of metabolic state 

switching in either direction. 

 We wondered why all cells do not retain the metabolic flexibility to adapt to sudden 

environmental perturbations of this nature given that the moderate recoverer subpopulation, 

which appears to persist indefinitely, clearly indicates that this is possible. The effect of 

metabolic history and the nature of the uniform recoverer mutants that we identify all suggest 

that the mechanism of resistance to acute glucose starvation may involve partial glucose 

derepression, residual levels of machinery necessary for growth in derepressing environments, 

outright respiratory activity, or some intermediary status on the path to fully nonfermentative 

metabolism. If so, in permissive environments containing high levels of glucose, such preparer or 
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recoverer cells would generate ATP to fuel growth and proliferation more slowly that heavily 

fermenting cells, or would, at the very least, bear protein or transcriptional loads that cells of the 

other metabolic state do not. The implication is that metabolic flexibility in the event of an 

unstable environment would impose a fitness cost in the original context, in which cells sacrifice 

some level of current growth potential in exchange for resistance to a hypothetical future 

stressor. 

 We explored this possibility by testing for context-dependent fitness differences between 

wild-type cells and hxk2Δ mutants, which display a homogeneous ability to adjust to sudden 

glucose starvation. We inoculated cultures with equal numbers of cells of each genotype, each 

bearing a different fluorescent label. We tracked their relative changes in abundance in synthetic 

media containing glucose during exponential phase growth and through glucose exhaustion and 

the diauxic shift. In separate cultures, we performed bulk glucose withdrawal and measured the 

relative effect on each strain. 

We found that hxk2Δ cells display a fitness defect of approximately 12% during early 

growth in glucose-containing media but outcompete wild-type cells post-exponential phase by 

3.9% (Figure 3.11). Following glucose withdrawal, hxk2Δ mutants outgrow wild-type cells by an 

even greater margin, at 21.6%. These reciprocal relative fitnesses in the presence of absence of 

glucose are as expected under our hypothesis. 

We next examined whether a similar reciprocal fitness effect is detectable within wild-

type populations. Single-cell growth rates are difficult to measure in S. cerevisiae due to the 

nature of budding, in which much of the earliest growth is limited to a tiny, difficult-to-resolve 

daughter compartment. We opted instead to pool measurements across microlineages, tracking 

the total area encompassed by individual founding cells and their progeny across several cell  
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Figure 3.11 Fitness tradeoff been high-glucose rate and adaptation to shifting environments 
among wild-type and hxk2Δ mutants. 
Cell density of a culture initiated with equal proportions of wild-type (yLB365) and hxk2Δ 
(yLB373) in synthetic media containing high glucose (upper left panel) and corresponding 
proportions of wild-type and hxk2∆ (upper right panel). Blue and red shaded regions indicate 
exponential and diauxic growth phases, respectively. 
Relative fitness of wild-type and hxk2Δ mutants during exponential phase growth, diauxy, and 
following glucose deprivation (lower panel). Error bars, one standard deviation. 
 

divisions and then assessing the collective growth behavior of the pedigree following sudden 

washout of glucose from a microfluidic chamber. 

This method unfortunately remains extremely sensitive to minute changes associated with 

budding, particularly at microcolony boundaries, and the ability of cells to switch metabolic 
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status at any point within the lineage, though relatively rare, presents a confounding effect in an 

attempt to measure growth rates associated with specific state types. Perhaps unsurprisingly, we 

observe a murky correlation between the initial growth rate in high glucose and vulnerability to 

sudden glucose starvation, which we measured as the lag time before the microcolony resumed 

growth, if ever (391 min lag time per hr initial doubling time, r2 = 0.07, p = 0.02) (Figure 3.12). 

This correlation was slightly stronger when comparing only the fastest- and slowest-growing 

lineages (441 min lag time per hr initial doubling time, r2 = 0.19, p = 0.02) (red and blue data 

points, Figure 3.12), indicating that there is a relation that we can measure across the lineages 

with the greatest divergences in growth rates. 

We were, however, able to distinguish clearly between lineages biased towards prolonged 

arrest and those that behaved more flexibly, observing a clean boundary between cell groups that 

succeeded or failed in achieving a complete round of division during prolonged starvation 

(Figure 3.13A). We partitioned these microcolonies into two states, arrested and recovered, as 

we observed in our other experiments tracking mitochondrial morphology or glucose transporter 

abundance. We compared the relative pre-starvation growth rate across the two groups and found 

that the recoverer and arrester groups were enriched in cells that were slower- or faster-growing, 

respectively, in the original, high-glucose environment (p = 0.006, Figure 3.13B). These data 

indicate that cells best able to adapt in response to an unexpected nutrient deprivation suffer a 

growth disadvantage in more plentiful conditions. 

If cells must balance their short-term competitive fitness against long-term stress 

resistance, then we might expect that strains dwelling in distinct niches would all obey a similar 

fitness tradeoff but would evolve to establish distinct distributions of metabolic types in response 

to their particular environmental challenges—that is, all strains should be subject to the same  
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Figure 3.12 Relationship between pre-starvation growth rate and post-starvation lag duration 
in  individual-lineage microcolonies. 
Data points depict growth rate of lineages founded by one cell at the start of the experiment and 
tracked during high-glucose growth for 6 hr. Lag phase duration was calculated by fitting post-
glucose withdrawal data to the Zwietering reparameterization of the Gompertz model of bacterial 
exponential growth by non-linear least squares method. 
Least squares regression lines fit to the entire distribution (black) and the 15 microcolonies with 
the fastest and slowest initial growth rates (gray) (extrema indicated by blue and red data points, 
respectively). Whole population: r2 = 0.07, p = 0.02. Population extrema only:  r2 = 0.19, p = 
0.02. 
 

growth potential conservation law across environmental shifts, so strains under varied 

environmental pressures should display ecological diversity in extent of risk or risk aversion 

conferred by their metabolic set point. To test this, we integrated our Hxt3p-mNeonGreen 

marker for metabolic adaptation into a series of ten Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains isolated 

from a range of lab, wine, fruit, sake, soil, bark, and clinical contexts [56]. We measured their 

pairwise fitnesses in the presence of high glucose and following sudden glucose starvation, using 

one (YS2) as a common reference. 

We observed an inverse correlation between relative fitness in the presence and absence 

of glucose across all strains (slope = -0.71, r2 = 0.84, Figure 3.14). Our yeast strains collectively 

spanned relative fitness ranges of 30-33% in abundant glucose and glucose withdrawal  
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Figure 3.13 Tradeoff between growth potential in constant environment and 
unexpected  starvation conditions observed in individual wildtype cell lineages. 
(A) Pre-starvation growth rate of microcolonies founded by single cells plotted against change in 
size of cell lineage abrupt glucose withdrawal from the media. Cells are assigned to two states 
defined by the success of failure to double the lineage in size over 12 hr post-starvation) 
(B) Distribution of lineage growth rates in the presence of high glucose for cells that arrest or 
double in size in the 12 hr following glucose starvation. Mann-Whitney U test p-value = 0.006. 
 

 

conditions, providing ample variation over which to measure these correlations. We conclude 

that this phenomenon of carbon source specialization or generalization, in which cells maximize 

either their fermentative capacity or their preparation for a respiratory shift at the expense of 

their efficiency at the other trait, extends beyond laboratory cultivation and is a property of 

interest in questions of population structure and evolutionary adaptation. 
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Figure 3.14 Tradeoff between growth potential in constant environment and unexpected 
starvation conditions in natural yeast isolates and laboratory strains. 
Relative fitnesses of diploid, monosporic derivatives of YJM978 (yLB463), CEN.PK (yLB467), 
DBVPG1373 (yLB470), L-1374 (yLB474), BC187 (yLB478), Y12 (yLB486), K11 (yLB492), 
YPS606 (yLB494), and UWOPS83-787.3 (yLB496) expressing mNeptune under the ACT1 
promoter, measured against the common reference YS2 (yLB480) expressing mNeonGreen 
under the ACT1 promoter, when measured in pairwise competitions in exponential phase growth 
in the presence of abundant glucose and following abrupt glucose deprivation. Three 
independent biological replicates measured for all competitions. Error bars, one standard 
deviation. 
 

3.4 Discussion 

We have identified a curious bimodality associated with sudden environmental shifts that 

prompt a transition to respiratory metabolism: a subset of cells are capable of adaptation, while 

others enter a prolonged state of shock characterized by loss of mitochondrial structural integrity 

and inability to respond to the loss of glucose at upstream stages including hexose transporter 

replacement. The mutants that we have identified as homogeneous in their ability or inability to 

weather this nutrient instability indicate that constitutive disruption of normal glucose signaling 
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or glycolytic activity induces cells to prepare for starvation and to adapt smoothly when it occurs 

without warning. 

 We have determined that several of the trends observed in our fast-recovering mutants 

are recapitulated on a subtler scale in wild-type populations; we similarly detect a positive 

correlation between larger mitochondrial size scaling ratios and both the likelihood and rapidity 

of adaptation during environmental transitions. However, the complete extent to which the 

metabolic activity associated with our recoverer and arrester cell types might differ remains 

unclear. We observe only moderate correlation between mitochondrial volume ratios of our 

mutants and their respiratory rates as inferred from oxygen consumption measurements, and as 

the increased oxygen consumption of our snf1Δ strain demonstrates, such a phenotype can result 

from other mitochondrial activity to compensate for impaired glycolytic function rather than a 

metabolic state characterized by true ATP generation by respiration. We have yet to determine 

what minimal level of respiratory activity, glucose derepression, or other associated trait is 

sufficient to prepare cells for sudden starvation. The complexity of the signaling and catabolic 

pathways involved mean that the nature of glucose metabolism within these mutants can only be 

determined by a more careful and lengthy dissection than we have performed to date. The 

distinctions between wild-type cells of divergent metabolic states, which are more finely 

diverged from one another than from our varying mutants, will require even more analysis. 

 The functional consequences of the metabolic strategies, though, are apparent. In both 

our mutants and wild-type cells, an increased capacity for starvation resistance is accompanied 

by a reciprocal decrease in growth rate in the presence of high levels of glucose, and the fastest- 
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growing cells are more prone to arrest indefinitely. The implication that not only do isogenic 

populations harbor divergent phenotypes that they transmit epigenetically with rare 

interconversion events, but also that these discrete states improve population fitness in two 

entirely different contexts, is tantalizing. The fact that we observe similar fitness tradeoffs across 

fed and starved conditions for ecologically diverse yeast isolates suggests that preparation for 

environmental instability universally consumes resources that alter instantaneous growth rates 

and that environmental dynamics exert intricate, integrated forces on cells within a niche. The 

fact that we observe such diversity in relative fitnesses suggests that the set of natural isolates 

may have evolved to achieve different set points conferring different mean fitnesses that could be 

appropriate for their varied resident environments. 

 Preliminary experiments indicate that the range of relative fitnesses of our yeasts across 

nutrient environments still manifests as a bimodal starvation response but with metabolic history 

curves that indicate variation in metabolic state switching rates between isolates, consistent with 

our notion of evolutionarily established steady states between metabolic strategies (Figure 

3.15A-C). In the following chapter, we explore this concept in detail and discuss further studies 

that could offer additional insight into this phenomenon. 
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Figure 3.15 Phenotypic heterogeneity in wild yeast in response to acute glucose deprivation 
Microscopic images of mitochondrial matrix marker (mito-mNeonGreen) (A) and Hxt3-
mNeonGreen (B) in diploid, monosporic BC187 derivative (yLB453), in synthetic media 
containing high glucose and 7 hr following abrupt glucose withdrawal. Scale bars, 10 µm. 
(C) Recovery probability as a function of residence time in synthetic media containing high 
glucose prior to acute starvation for monosporic derivatives of the wild yeasts BC187 (yLB453) 
and Y12 (yLB457) (Compare to Figure 3.10). The solid lines represent the mean at each time 
point for three biological replicates. 
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4.1 Summary of major results 

In budding yeast, population level growth stalls for several hours during the diauxic shift, 

potentially implying that induction of respiratory activity is a lengthy process during which cells 

arrest for several hours. We examined metabolic state transitions in yeast during sudden 

environmental perturbations mandating a switch to respiratory metabolism. We observed 

heterogeneity in responses reflecting an intrinsic ability or inability to switch metabolic states 

without predictive environmental cues. We can distinguish between cells in each phenotypic 

class by quantifying mitochondrial network morphology, as arrested cells lose mitochondrial 

tubularity and their networks balloon into large spheres. We can further track recovery progress 

through mitochondrial network size scaling in proportion to total cell volume, which doubles 

during the transition to respiratory metabolism, an internal remodeling step that precedes the 

resumption of cell growth. We find that our mitochondrial stress phenotype co-occurs with other 

forms of structural disruption and aggregation and that this intracellular stress state is specific to 

carbon source starvation. 

The heterogeneity that we observe in metabolic adaptability is not a function of age or 

cell cycle position but rather is inherited down cell lineages with sporadic disruption. We 

employed mutant analysis to demonstrate that defects in glucose sensing, glucose signaling, or 

glucose phosphorylation promote environmental flexibility, which we link to early induction of 

glucose derepression and respiratory activity. We demonstrated that a history of respiration prior 

to an unexpected environmental transition leads to preparation and more efficient adaptation in 

wild-type cells and that this protective effect persists for multiple cell divisions and, in a 

subpopulation of cells, indefinitely, hinting at a potential mechanism of transmissible metabolic 

flexibility. We further identified a correlation between initial mitochondrial size scaling ratios 
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and future recovery capacity in both mutant and wild-type strains, also consistent with a model 

of adaptation conferred by preparatory changes in metabolism. 

We detected fitness defects in the presence of high glucose that were associated with 

metabolic preparation both in our panel of mutants and in individual cell lineages within wild-

type populations These data indicate that a fitness tradeoff exists between flexibility in the event 

of an environmental fluctuation and instantaneous growth rate in the absence of such a nutrient 

shift. We observed a similar relation in relative fitness in glucose-rich and glucose-deficient 

conditions in a suite of natural yeast isolates, but with strain-specific hierarchies that appear to 

correspond to ecological variation in metabolic memory and distribution of flexible and 

inflexible cell types. 

This represents the first empirical demonstration of yeast population substructure that 

balances current fitness concerns against future environmental uncertainty, validated by direct 

measurements in single cells within an isogenic population. Below, we propose a unifying model 

of metabolic flexibility in budding yeast and discuss future work to explore this phenomenon in 

greater detail. 

 

4.2 A model of mitochondria and metabolic transitions 

Based on the data that we have presented here, we propose a model of budding yeast 

metabolism that we illustrate in Figure 4.1. We assert that genetically homogeneous populations 

growing in the presence of abundant glucose are bimodal in rates of glycolysis and in broader 

metabolic state, with one subset of cells fermenting heavily and another subpopulation 

displaying some level of glucose derepression if not respiratory activity itself. Upon an abrupt  
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Figure 4.1 A model of metabolic transitions. 
A clonal population of yeast growing in the presence of abundant glucose (blue background) is 
comprised of cells in two distinct metabolic states in which the rate of glycolysis is either 
relatively high or low (blue and red cells, respectively). Upon a sudden environmental shift into 
starvation conditions (red background), cells in the former class arrest indefinitely, while cells in 
the latter state adapt and ultimately resume growth (A). This relative fitness dynamic is a reversal 
from the original environment in which maximizing the rate of glycolysis can sustain a higher 
growth rate (B). The population is thus a heterogeneous mixture of cells specialized for growth 
either in their current environment or during an unexpected carbon source shortage, with each 
advantage obtained at the cost of growth potential in the alternative context 
 

environmental shift that results in a loss of the preferred carbon source, cells in the former state 

fail to adapt their metabolism to the new nutrient limitation. 

We have observed that all cells experience some level of stress, as manifested in the 

dramatic and uniform decrease in cytosolic pH. However, given that maximal glycolytic activity 

is the means by which the rate of ATP production can be maximized, it is also the metabolic 

strategy which can support the fastest ATP consumption; we speculate that cells in this state may 
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be less likely to weather a transition because the energy depletion that they experience at the 

moment of sudden glucose deprivation is more severe and leaves fewer resources for energy-

consumption activities required to transition to a respiratory metabolism. Accordingly, such cells 

experience disruptions of mitochondrial structural integrity and other essential structures and do 

not resume growth until the return of glucose to the medium.  

In contrast, cells of the other state type are fully or partially prepared to generate ATP by 

respiration (given that this class of cells are somewhat enriched in mitochondrial volume 

proportions but that there is substantial overlap with arrester cells in a unimodal distribution, we 

suspect that these cells are still at least partially reliant on fermentation); not only is the energy 

deficit associated with acute glucose withdrawal less severe, the time required to fully activate 

respiratory metabolism is shorter as well. This variation in the rate of glycolysis thus results in 

two distinct cell fates in response to sudden starvation (Figure 4.1A). 

 Yet greater emphasis on glycolytic activity, and the concomitant increase in the rate of 

ATP generation that results from it, can support greater ATP consumption and thus is the most 

successful strategy for maximizing growth in the presence of abundant glucose. This produces a 

duality not only in metabolic strategies but in their relative efficacy across different 

environmental contexts: preparation for a future environmental shock lowers a cell’s immediate 

growth rate, while cells growing at the fastest possible rate in high glucose will be at the greatest 

fitness disadvantage during an unexpected nutrient limitation (Figure 4.1B). One metabolic 

strategy emphasizes carbon source specialism, utilizing high levels of glucose as efficiently as 

possible while they last. The other strategy is a generalist one, growing more conservatively in 

rich environments to retain growth potential during environmental instability. That an isogenic 

population contains cells of each state type, those which are more competitive in the current 
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environment and those which will be more resistant to unexpected stresses, ensures that some 

subset of cells are capable of propagating the genetic line in any eventuality. 

 What determines the state of an individual cell? We have demonstrated that daughter 

cells are likely to display the same phenotype as their mothers, indicating that metabolic state is 

inheritable. We have also determined that cultures with previous exposure to an environment 

requiring respiratory activity are enriched for more conservatively-growing generalist/recoverer 

cells, supporting a model in which memory of respiration is propagated over time and over cell 

divisions. A culture of cells only shortly removed from its last period of nonfermentable 

growth homogeneously adapts upon subsequent environmental challenge but shifts such that the 

proportion of specialist/arrester cells increases with residence time in glucose, so it is possible 

for fermenting cells to emerge from respiring one. During the loss of metabolic memory, the 

proportion of adapting cells decreases linearly until it stabilizes at a steady-state ratio of roughly 

1:4 recoverer to arrester cells. This subpopulation of recoverers cannot consist solely of 

holdovers who remember the previous environment, as the fraction of original cells is 

continually diluted due to proliferation and death. Metabolic type switching must thus occur in 

both directions, from recoverer cells to arrester cells and vice versa. Our collective experiments 

have ruled out, in additional to superstable metabolic memory of previous metabolic cues, the 

predominance of age, cell cycle status, and cell size in the determination of these states. We 

observe these state ratios in well-mixed liquid cultures as well as in microfluidic chambers, 

precluding spatial effects in cell state establishment. We therefore propose that metabolic state 

switching can occur stochastically. This certainly appears to be the case for the emergence of 

recoverer phenotypes in glucose-rich environments in this study, although under these 

conditions, switches from recoverer to arrester states, from glucose generalists to glucose 
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specialists, are observed primarily following the removal of environmental pressures mandating 

respiratory activity and thus likely result from the dilution of metabolic memory over time. 

Given the essentiality of respiration for growth relying on a non-fermentable carbon source, 

glucose specialists cannot propagate and cannot be quantified in this context.  

 The adaptive value of “persister” cells that have prepared for starvation in return for 

delayed fitness gratification is of course dependent on the actual probability of a sudden 

environmental challenge. If no such event arrives, they exist only to the detriment of the 

population’s overall fitness. It follows that evolutionary forces would shape metabolic state 

equilibria as a function of the relative frequency with which a population with access to abundant 

glucose experiences sudden starvation events. Environments with different degrees of instability, 

then, should select for different state switching kinetics. We have observed population-level 

correlations between relative fitness advantages and disadvantages across rich and starvation 

conditions for a collection of yeast isolates, indicating that these strains all obey a similar fitness 

tradeoff but implying that there is natural variation in set points for carbon utilization strategies. 

Preliminary data support the hypothesis that the foundation for diversity is similar bimodality 

that is maintained at distinct proportions. 

 

4.3 Specific future directions 

4.3.1 Identification of a pre-starvation reporter of metabolic heterogeneity and delineation 

of metabolic states 

A severe limitation of our current experimental paradigm is that we can only infer 

metabolic state in the presence of high glucose by suddenly withdrawing the carbon source itself 

in a form of quasi-destructive observation. We have performed an extensive candidate search for 
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markers that might display relevant bimodality and thereby allow us to track state switching and 

measure metabolic strategy distributions without perturbing them in the process. To date, this 

search has failed. 

 There is rich documentation in the literature of gene-specific expression noise and 

heterogeneity in budding yeast. Many of the gene products displaying the greatest expression 

variance are involved in carbon source catabolism or its regulation [1,2]. A recent study has 

performed RNA-seq on yeast cultured in the presence of high levels of glucose for varying 

residence times and has identified a set of genes with induction or repression patterns that are 

sensitive to metabolic history for intervals of roughly twelve hours, a conditional expression 

pattern that we would expect for genes that reflect our dual metabolic strategies [3]. These are 

promising targets for predictive markers of future starvation behavior and should be 

systematically tested for correlation with glucose withdrawal arrest or recovery. 

 The identification of such a marker would facilitate a broader examination of other 

factors that might influence the distribution of metabolic strategies within a population. In 

particular, this assay would allow us to quickly and easily quantify whether our observed 

bimodality is influenced by scarcity of other nutrients, such as nitrogen or phosphorous, as has 

previously been proposed [4]. We could also test for the existence of cross-tolerance or 

metabolic preparation conferred with stresses of other kinds, including extracellular pH 

fluctuations, or responsivity to variation in mixtures or quantities of carbon sources. A simple 

fluorescent reporter of metabolic state would also permit us to study the metabolic activity 

associated with spatial structure in yeast colonies growing on solid surfaces and would serve as a 

valuable tool for dissecting responses to extracellular gradients more generally. If other nutrient 

or environmental hardships indeed influence glucose metabolism, coupling this assay with other 
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perturbations, such as growth inhibition through treatment with the translational inhibitor 

cycloheximide or treatment with glucose analogs that can be metabolized to varying stages 

within glycolysis, could begin to address fundamental questions such as what metabolic and 

growth rate feedback cells do or do not utilize when establishing metabolic regimes.  

 Perhaps the greatest advantage of a fluorescent intensity marker of metabolic strategy 

differentiation would be the potential for separating cells of distinct states, as by fluorescence-

activated cell sorting, for the purpose of further exploring the distinctions between them. This 

would permit us to extend our analysis to assays that must be performed in bulk cultures without 

masking the intrinsic heterogeneity associated with the bimodality that we wish to characterize. 

 In the absence of such a marker, a similar though perhaps less satisfying means of 

generating homogeneous populations is seen in our metabolic memory experiments. Cultures 

with varying histories of respiration or lack thereof can bias the distributions of our two states to 

the point of (near) unimodality. Discrepancies between samples enriched for either metabolic 

strategy in this way would permit us to test our hypotheses regarding energy charge depletion 

during acute starvation. It would also permit us to determine whether a previously described 

phenomenon, in which sudden glucose deprivation inhibits translation but not transcription, is a 

universal property associated with starvation or is under the control of one of our metabolic 

states [5–7]. We would also possess the means to determine the gene expression and metabolic 

changes associated with each stage of pre-starvation preparation, post-starvation adaptation, and 

lack thereof by performing RNA-seq and metabolomics analysis on our two state types in bulk 

cultures without fear of masking state-dependent effects. In particular, growing cultures of each 

state in 13C-labeled glucose would permit flux analysis (viz., [8] and [9]) to determine to what 
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extent, if any, preparer cells rely on respiratory activity or have otherwise remodeled their carbon 

catabolite behavior, as in the dynamics of reserve carbon production or utilization.  

 

4.3.2 Mechanistic dissection of phenotypic heterogeneity in starvation responses 

We are deeply interested in the mechanism by which cells interconvert between our 

observed metabolic states. Previous work has generated a data set that may be of use in this 

question. Cerulus et al. have screened for mutants affecting metabolic memory associated with 

glucose-maltose environmental shifts by pooling the yeast deletion collection and measuring 

enrichment and depletion of mutants during the transition between carbon sources, which they 

performed in cultures with differing histories of respiratory activity prior to the environmental 

fluctuation [3]. They identified sets of more flexible mutants, which outcompete wild-type cells 

independent metabolic history, and inflexible mutants, which are uniformly worse at adaption; 

these classes of genes were similar to and overlapping with our identified recoverer and arrester 

mutants in our glucose withdrawal experiments. The authors additionally identified mutants 

whose adaptability relative to wild-type increased or decreased as a function of increasing 

glucose residence time, phenomena which they declined to explain or explore. Our model of 

metabolic state switching provides a framework through which to consider these mutants, as 

these phenotypes could be produced by altering the rate of switching in one direction but not the 

other. We propose measuring the metabolic state switching rates associated with these mutations 

by means of our metabolic memory-dependent Hxt3p turnover assay. If they indeed influence 

switching rates, these mutants should be further characterized to elucidate the pathways involved 

in state switching. The relative fitness tradeoff across environments should also be measured in 

such mutants to determine whether our model holds in this context. 
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4.3.3 Characterization of genetic determinants of metabolic state switching dynamics 

The mutant analysis that we describe above can be supplemented with further exploration 

of the natural variation that we observe in resistance to acute glucose starvation. Our preliminary 

data indicate that this diversity occurs at the level of relative distribution between bimodal 

prepared and unprepared states rather than due to population or single-cell differences in degree 

of preparation. These assays should be performed more thoroughly on more natural isolates to 

confirm these initial results. Assuming they hold, these observations are compelling evidence for 

an adaptive origin of this metabolic bimodality. We propose several parallel lines of 

investigation to identify the genetic mechanisms through which these set points are established. 

 As we possess a simple and effective population-level assay for relative fitness and 

tradeoff equilibria across rich and starvation environments, we can identify the genetic loci that 

determine the weights of the two metabolic types within our bimodal distributions across natural 

yeast isolates. We propose crossing haploid derivatives of these wild yeasts, sporulating them, 

and creating pools of clones that display extreme fitness advantages for either fed or sudden 

starvation conditions. Subsequent sequencing will identify quantitative trait loci that contribute 

to the relative representation of either metabolic state within the population. We can confirm that 

these fitness phenotypes still correspond to an intrinsic bimodality through our metabolic state 

switching assay. 

Additionally, we suggest an experimental evolution approach for the detection of genetic 

mechanisms capable of controlling the relative proportions of each metabolic strategy within 

clonal populations. In such an experiment, yeast would be evolved under conditions that 

fluctuate between glucose-rich media permitting exponential growth by fermentation (in which 
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the culture is maintained under exponential conditions throughout this environmental context) 

and sudden glucose withdrawal required amino acid catabolism as a means of producing carbon. 

Environmental shifts would be performed at irregular intervals, with distinct evolved lines 

subject to varying average frequencies of glucose deprivation events. Follow-up bulk segregant 

analysis and phenotypic characterization of metabolic state switching would provide additional 

insight into forces that select not only for bimodality but for varying rates of interconversion. 

 

4.3.4 Empirical evidence for the existence of bet-hedging in budding yeast  

Previous studies have identified natural variation in the threshold triggering preparation 

for metabolic transitions in environments containing multiple carbon sugars [10–12]. We have 

identified similar ecological diversity in protection against environmental instability, in which 

starvation is not preceded by any predictive cues. 

 We have referred to this phenomenon as phenotypic heterogeneity or, at our most daring, 

a fitness tradeoff across nutrient environments; until now, we have intentionally avoided the 

label “bet-hedging” for this behavior. This is because bet-hedging is strictly defined in ways that 

complicate direct experimental validation of its existence. In its prescriptivist sense, bet-hedging 

refers to the behavior of an isogenic population that has evolved in unpredictably fluctuating 

environments to maximize long-term fitness—the geometric mean fitness rather than arithmetic 

mean—to reduce variability in the number of cells or progeny produced over time [13,14]. This 

hedging can involve a single, conservative phenotype that is suboptimal in multiple 

environments but maladaptive in none, or diversification into multiple phenotypes that are 

individually advantageous in some environments and detrimental in others but collectively 

mitigate risk across all environments [15,16]. 
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 Crucial to this definition of bet-hedging is its origins in the selective pressures of an 

unstable environment lacking predictive cues—that is, that the geometric mean fitness, weighted 

for the frequency with which organisms experience each environment, is optimized rather than 

arithmetic mean of fitness in each context, which requires both detailed knowledge of the 

environmental fluctuations and the overall ability to distinguish between mean fitness types. It is 

this that makes bet-hedging difficult to demonstrate empirically (see the frustration in [17] and 

the establishment of a detailed, hierarchical classification system for the quality of bet-hedging 

evidence in [18]). 

 Our experiments identify phenotypic heterogeneity within clonal populations that 

produces two cell states, each of which displays a fitness advantage in one of two environments. 

This qualifies as category IV evidence (out of six tiers of increasing value) on the Simons rank 

order scale of bet-hedging evidence strength [18]. As it stands, this makes our study of 

heterogeneity in glucose starvation response the best evidence for bet-hedging in budding yeast 

that exists to date.  

Reaching the next tier only requires demonstrating that this diversification conveys an 

overall fitness benefit relative to lack thereof. This is almost tautological in our system in that a 

homogeneous population of arrester cells is only subtly more fit than recoverer cells in the 

presence of high glucose but is profoundly maladapted to acute starvation. Similarly, the fitness 

advantage of a homogeneous population of recoverer cells only exists for the time frame 

associated with the lag phase during these conditions, which is a few hours in length; this 

metabolic strategy only possesses an overall growth advantage relative to a mixed population if 

the residence time in the presence of glucose is even shorter than this, which is a state of truly 
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wild instability. By reanalyzing existing data to calculate (geometric) average fitness values 

across environments, we can produce such category V evidence. 

 Reaching category VI, the upper echelon of bet-hedging evidence, requires empirical 

demonstration that the particular fitness tradeoff of a strain is optimized to the particular 

fluctuation rate in the environment in which it evolved. In a context in which the precise 

environmental dynamics are unknowable, as is the case for our natural yeast strains, this is 

impossible to obtain. However, in our proposed experimental evolutions, the rate of 

environmental fluctuations is under experimental control. It will thus be possible to determine 

whether the rate of metabolic state switching between recoverer and arrester cells types 

optimizes the geometric mean fitness associated with the underlying frequency of glucose 

deprivation events.   

 Many theoretical studies have posited that rates of stochastic switching between distinct 

phenotypes must be matched to their underlying rates of environmental switching to properly 

balance the relative fitnesses associated with each context [19–23]. This experimental evolution 

would represent the first empirical test of this relation. 

 

4.4 Concluding remarks 

We have identified a remarkable phenotypic heterogeneity associated with sudden 

starvation responses. We have developed methods for determining the population substructure 

underlying this cell fate differentiation and conclude that individual cells within isogenic yeast 

populations display variations in rates of glycolysis in environments conventionally associated 

with heavy fermentation. We further demonstrate that the two metabolic state types display 

reciprocal fitness relationships across the two environmental conditions and collectively increase 
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population level fitness in an unstable environment. We also find natural variation in the steady 

state proportions at which these two cell types coexist, implying that this set point may be under 

evolutionary selection. This work provides insight into previously unknown metabolic 

bimodality in yeast glucose metabolism that has historically been obscured by bulk 

measurements of metabolic transitions. We speculate that this may represent the first case of true 

bet-hedging behavior in budding yeast. 
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Yeast strains and media 

All experiments were performed using strains constructed in a modified W303 

background with replacement of the bud4 and rad5-535 alleles with their respective, functional 

loci from the S288C background (MATa leu2-3,112 rp1-1 can1-100 ade2-1 his3-11,15 BUD4-

S288C RAD5). The mito-mNeonGreen construct was derived from pVT100U-mtGFP, a gift 

from Benedikt Westermann (Addgene plasmid 45054) [1], and consists of the pRS403 

integrating vector [2] harboring an ADH1 promoter upstream of the first 69 amino acids of 

subunit 9 of the Neurospora crassa F0 ATPase (the mitochondrial presequence preSu9), a short 

linker sequence [3], mNeonGreen [4], and an ADH1 terminator, all codon-optimized for 

expression in yeast. 

Integrating plasmids for assaying pH were constructed by introducing a yeast-optimized 

sequence encoding ratiometric pHluorin2 [5] and an ADH1 terminator into the pRS403 

integrating vector. In the mitochondrial pH reporter, pHluorin2 was placed under the control of 

the ADH1 promoter, directly downstream of preSu9; in the cytosolic pH reporter, expression was 

controlled by the ACT1 promoter.  

All other fluorescent fusion constructs consist of the same linker and a fluorescent protein 

joined to the C terminus of the labeled protein, expressed from its native locus and under its 

native promoter. Fusion sequences were constructed by isothermal assembly [6]. For both 

fluorescent labeling and gene disruptions, all constructs and markers were introduced by 

standard yeast genetic methods [7]  and confirmed by PCR and, where applicable, relevant 

phenotypes. 
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Respiratory-deficient petite stains were produced by incubating cells in 25 µg/ml 

ethidium bromide for 24 hr. Loss of mitochondrial DNA was verified by DAPI staining and the 

absence of growth on non-fermentable carbon sources. 

 

Table A1. Strains used in Chapter 2 

Strain 
name 

Genotype description 

yLB1 W303 MATa can1-100 leu2-3,112 his3-11,15 ura3-1 BUD4-S288C RAD5 TRP 
yLB41 yLB1 his3::pADH1-preSu9-link-mKate2-ADH1term-HIS3 SEC63-EGFP-KAN 
yLB45 yLB1 his3::pADH1-preSu9-link-mKate2-ADH1term-HIS3 ABP1-EGFP-KAN 
yLB69 yLB1 his3::pADH1-preSu9-link-mKate2-ADH1term-HIS3 ABP140-mNeonGreen-KAN 
yLB126 yLB1 his3::pADH1-preSu9-link-mNeonGreen-ADH1term-HIS3 
yLB128 can1-100 his3::pADH1-preSu9-link-mNeonGreen-ADH1term-HIS3 BUD4-S288C 
yLB134 yLB1 his3::pADH1-preSu9-link-mNeonGreen-ADH1term-HIS3 dnm1::KAN 
yLB219 yLB1 his3::pADH1-preSu9-link-ratiometric pHluorin-HIS3 ura3-1 
yLB397 yLB1 his3::pACT1-ratiometric pHluorin-ADH1term-HIS3 
 

Table A2. Plasmids used in Chapter 2 

Plasmid Base vector Insert Strains with insert 
integrated by homologous 
recombination 

pLB36 pRS403 pADH1-preSu9-link-mKate2-ADH1t-HIS3 yLB41, yLB45, yLB69 
pLB52 pUC19 SEC63-link-yEGFP-ADH1t-KAN-3'SEC63 yLB41 
pLB54 pUC19 ABP1-link-yEGFP-ADH1t-KAN-3'ABP1 yLB45 
pLB57 pUC19 ABP140-link-mNeonGreen-ADH1t-KAN-3'ABP140 yLB69 
pLB76 pRS403 pADH1-preSu9-link-mNeonGreen-ADH1t-HIS3 yLB126, yLB128, yLB134 
pLB104 pRS403 pADH1-preSu9-ratiometric pHluorin-ADH1t-HIS3 yLB219 
pLB161 pRS403 pACT1-ratiometric pHluorin-ADH1t-HIS3 yLB397 
 

Experiments were performed in synthetic complete (SC) media prepared from 10x yeast 

nitrogen base (YNB); 100x stocks of adenine, tryptophan, and uracil; 2g/L complete amino acid 

lacking the three amino acids above; 10x stock of the specified carbon source, if any; and 

sterilized water. For bulk assays, YNB was prepared according to the Wickerham specifications  
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Table A3. Strains used in Chapter 3 

Strain 
name 

Genotype description 

yLB1 W303 MATa can1-100 leu2-3,112 his3-11,15 ura3-1 BUD4-S288C RAD5 TRP 
yLB73 yLB1 rho0 
yLB126 yLB1 his3::pADH1-preSu9-link-mNeonGreen-ADH1term-HIS3 
yLB145 yLB1 hxk2::NAT 
yLB146 yLB126 hxk2::NAT 
yLB167 yLB1 snf1::KAN 
yLB168 yLB126 snf1::KAN 
yLB180 yLB126 mig1::NAT mig2::KAN 
yLB181 yLB1 mig1::NAT mig2::KAN 
yLB194 yLB1 reg1::KAN 
yLB196 yLB126 reg1::KAN 
yLB232 yLB1 snf3::KAN rgt2::NAT 
yLB233 yLB126 snf3::KAN rgt2::NAT 
yLB256 yLB1 his3::pADH1-preSu9-link-mNeptune-ADH1term-HIS3 HXT3-mNeonGreen-CgLEU2 
yLB297 yLB256 hxk2::NAT 
yLB299 yLB256 snf1::KAN 
yLB365 yLB1 his3::pACT1-mNeptune-ADH1t-HIS3 
yLB373 yLB1 his3::pACT1-mNeonGreen-ADH1t-HIS3 hxk2::NAT 
yLB397 yLB1 his3::pACT1-ratiometric pHluorin-ADH1term-HIS3 
yLB412 yLB397 his3::pACT1-ratiometric pHluorin-ADH1term-HIS3 snf1::KAN 
yLB416 yLB397 his3::pACT1-ratiometric pHluorin-ADH1term-HIS3 hxk2::NAT 
yLB432 W303 MATa can1-100 leu2-3,112 his3-11,15 BUD4-S288C RAD5 TRP URA HXT3- 

mNeonGreen-SpHIS5 HXT7-mNeptune-CgLEU2 
yLB453 BC187 HIS3::pHXT3-HXT3-link-mNeonGreen-ADH1t-KAN-HIS3 
yLB457 Y12 HIS3::pHXT3-HXT3-link-mNeonGreen-ADH1t-KAN-HIS3 
yLB463 YJM978 HIS3::pACT1-mNeptune-ADH1t-KAN-HIS3 
yLB467 CEN.PK HIS3::pACT1-mNeptune-ADH1t-KAN-HIS3 
yLB470 DBVPG1373 HIS3::pACT1-mNeptune-ADH1t-KAN-HIS3 
yLB474 L-1374 HIS3::pACT1-mNeptune-ADH1t-KAN-HIS3 
yLB478 BC187 HIS3::pACT1-mNeptune-ADH1t-KAN-HIS3 
yLB480 YS2 HIS3::pACT1-mNeonGreen-ADH1t-KAN-HIS3 
yLB486 Y12 HIS3::pACT1-mNeptune-ADH1t-KAN-HIS3 
yLB492 K11 HIS3::pACT1-mNeptune-ADH1t-KAN-HIS3 
yLB494 YPS606 HIS3::pACT1-mNeptune-ADH1t-KAN-HIS3 
yLB496 UWOPS83-787.3 HIS3::pACT1-mNeptune-ADH1t-KAN-HIS3 
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Table A4. Plasmids used in Chapter 3 

Plasmi
d 

Base 
vector 

Insert Strains with insert integrated by 
homologous recombination 

pLB39 pRS403 pADH1-preSu9-link-mNeptune-
HIS3 

yLB256, yLB297, yLB299 

pLB76 pRS403 pADH1-preSu9-link-
mNeonGreen-ADH1t-HIS3 

yLB126, yLB146, yLB168, yLB180, yLB196, 
yLB233 

pLB114 pUC19 HXT3-link-mNeonGreen-ADH1t-
CgLEU2-3'HXT3 

yLB256, yLB297, yLB299 

pLB142 pUC19 HXT7-link-mNeptune-ADH1t-
CgLEU2-3'HXT7 

yLB432 

pLB144 pUC19 HXT3-link-mNeonGreen-ADH1t-
SpHIS5-5'HXT3 

yLB432 

pLB152 pRS403 pACT1-mNeptune-ADH1t-HIS3 yLB365 
pLB153 pRS403 pACT1-mNeonGreen-ADH1t-HIS3 yLB373 
pLB161 pRS403 pACT1-ratiometric pHluorin-

ADH1t-HIS3 
yLB397, yLB412, yLB416 

pLB164 pRS403 pHXT3-HXT3-link-mNeonGreen-
ADH1t-KAN-HIS3 

yLB453, yLB457 

pLB166 pRS403 pACT1-mNeonGreen-ADH1t-
KAN-HIS3 

yLB480 

pLB168 pRS403 pACT1-mNeptune-ADH1t-KAN-
HIS3 

yLB463, yLB467, yLB470, yLB474, yLB478, 
yLB486, yLB492, yLB494, yLB496 

 

[8]. For microscopy assays, this recipe was modified to omit riboflavin and folic acid, the two 

compounds that are the primary contributors to yeast autofluorescence [3]. Where noted, select 

bulk assays were performed in minimal media lacking all amino acids but otherwise prepared as  

described for SC media. Ingredients for the preparation of these media were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich.  

For growth and glucose starvation behavior assays, strains were streaked from stocks 

stored in 15% glycerol and sterilized water at -70˚C onto agar plates of the appropriate selective 

dropout media. After two days of growth at 30˚C, single colonies were used to inoculate cultures 
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that were continuously maintained in early exponential phase (a density of less than 1 x 106 

cells/ml as measured on a Beckman Coulter Counter), also at 30˚C, for a minimum of 24 hours, 

and no more than 36 hours (unless otherwise noted), prior to the initiation of any experiment. All 

experiments consist of a minimum of three biological replicates, performed on separate days. 

Imaging sample preparation and microfluidics  

Single timepoint images of cells grown with varying carbon sources were imaged in 

liquid media in 96-well plates with optical glass bottom (Grenier Bio-One), precoated with 0.5 

mg/ml concanavalin A (MP Biomedicals) in sterile water. 

 Cells examined during and after abrupt nutrient shifts were immobilized in silicone 

CellASIC Y04 plates for haploid yeast cells, and the flow of media was controlled with the 

associated CellASIC ONIX microfluidic system (EMD Millipore). Plates were pretreated 

through perfusion of 0.5 concanavalin A, freshly dissolved in a buffer of 10 mM Na2HPO4 and 

0.5 mM CaCl2, pH 6.5, immediately prior to use. Priming was performed at an initial flow rate of 

5 psi for 5 min, followed by a 90 min perfusion at 2 psi, then washout with yeast media for 5 min 

at 5  psi. Cells cultured as described above were loaded into the chamber at 4 psi for 10 sec. Cells 

were thereafter continually supplied with growth or starvation media at a rate of 2 psi and 

allowed to equilibrate within the chamber for a minimum of 1 hr before the primary carbon 

source was removed. 

Microscopy 

Images were acquired using a Nikon TI inverted microscope equipped with a Yokogawa 

CSU-10 dual spinning disk confocal unit, 16.0 µm-pixel Hamamatsu ImagEM EM-CCD camera, 

Nikon 100x NA 1.45 TIRF objective, and MetaMorph software. 488 nm and 594 nm lasers were 

used with 525/45 nm (GFP) and 609/57 nm (RFP) bandpass filters for imaging of green 
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(mNeonGreen) and red (mNeptune) fluorophores, respectively, with exposure times of 122.12 

ms. Z-stacks were collected in 0.2 µm slices with a minimum of 8 µm total depth. Microscopy 

was performed at room temperature.  

Image analysis 

Brightfield images of cells were segmented with the CellStar algorithm run via 

MATLAB plugin [9]. The resulting cell masks were manually inspected and corrected in the 

event of over- or under-segmentation. Cell volume was calculated by fitting the generated cell 

contour to an ellipse and projecting into three dimensions based on the geometry of a prolate 

ellipsoid. Buds smaller than 20 µm3 were excluded from analysis, as determined by manual 

examination of > 200 cells to be the threshold for the generation of reliable masks. Tracking, also 

performed by the CellStar algorithm, was used to assign unique identification numbers to all 

masks and allow for analysis of single-cell trajectories. Prior to mitochondrial analysis, cell 

masks were used to crop images and generate single-cell z-stacks. Background noise as 

calculated within a five-pixel band about the cell contour was used to populate all pixels in the 

image not included within the cell mask. Cell volumetric calculations and preprocessing for 

mitochondrial analysis were performed by custom MATLAB scripts. 

 Mitochondrial segmentation was performed using MitoGraph software [10]. Three-

dimensional reconstructions of mitochondrial content in Visualization ToolKit (VTK) format 

were imported into Python 2.7 environment via the Python VTK wrapper library. Mitochondrial 

data and whole-cell volumetric data were matched by cell identification numbers and compiled 

into pandas data frames for statistical analysis and plotting using the matplotlib and seaborn 

Python libraries. Mitochondrial/cell volume ratios were calculated as the total mitochondrial 

volume divided by the total cell volume. For sphericity index, the volume of each mitochondrion 
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was used to calculate the surface area of a sphere of equivalent volume, which was divided by 

the actual surface area. This value was calculated for all unconnected mitochondrial units 

individually, and an overall sphericity index was calculated as the average of all distinct 

mitochondrial sphericity values within a cell, weighted by the volume of each mitochondrion. 

Individual mitochondrial units of less than 45 nm3 total volume were flagged as potential 

artifacts, as manual examination of > 200 cells determined this to be the threshold of reliable 

segmentation. Cells containing five or more such fragments were excluded from analysis 

entirely. 

 Separate text files containing manual annotations of cells’ budded or unbudded state, 

mother-daughter relationships, and time of visible growth resumption during glucose starvation 

were created for all wildtype glucose deprivation time courses and were integrated with 

mitochondrial data and analyzed in Python. 

Composite images, z-projections, and movies were assembled for presentation using the 

Fiji distribution of ImageJ [11]. 

Bulk glucose withdrawal 

Cells grown in batch culture conditions were starved of glucose after allowing a clonal 

culture derived from a single, freshly streaked colony to grow exponentially for a minimum of 24 

hours in the presence of high glucose as described above. Cells in 5-10 ml culture volumes were 

collected by centrifugation at 600 rpm for 5 min, washed twice with 50 ml synthetic media 

lacking glucose, and resuspended in 5-10 ml of glucose-free synthetic media. At regular 

intervals, samples were analyzed by flow cytometry as described below. 

Flow cytometry 
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Cells were prepared for flow cytometry by treating 1 ml aliquots of cultures with 

cycloheximide (Sigma-Aldrich) added to a final concentration of 100 µg/ml. Samples were 

subsequently stored at 4˚C in the dark until analysis, performed within one day. Cycloheximide 

stocks were prepared at 100x in ethanol and stored at -70˚C for no more than one year. Analysis 

was performed on an LSR II flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) using the 488 nm laser and a 505 

nm long pass filter and 530/30 nm bandpass filter to measure mNeonGreen signal. For pH 

assays, samples were analyzed live, in the original media environment and without additional 

treatment, using the 405 nm and 488 nm lasers, each coupled with a 505 nm long pass and 

530/30 bandpass filter. For all experiments, 40,000 cells were analyzed. Data were imported into 

the Python 2.7 environment using the FlowCytometryTools package, and custom Python scripts 

were used to isolate the single-cell population on the basis of forward and size scatter profiles 

and then to examine the distributions of fluorescent signals. 

Calibration and measurement of pH 

In situ calibration of the pHluorin2 ratiometric reporter was performed by collecting cells 

expressing the pHluorin2 construct and growing in log phase in synthetic complete medium, 

resuspending them in PBS, and treating with 100 µl/ml digitonin for 10 min. Cells were then 

separated into nine aliquots and resuspended in a series of citric acid-Na2HPO4 buffers spanning 

pH 5.0-9.0 in half-pH-unit intervals. Cells were immediately analyzed by flow cytometry as 

described above. The relative signals obtained from the 405 nm and 488 nm laser settings (both 

with 505 nm long pass and 530/30 bandpass filters) in three biological replicates were plotted 

against pH and fit to an exponential function. In subsequent live-cell experiments, this standard 

curve was used to compute pH from 405 nm/488 nm signal intensity. 

Oxygen consumption measurements 
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Oxygen depletion was measured in 96-well microplates containing embedded oxygen 

optical sensors (OxoPlate OP96C, PreSens). Cells were pregrown for 24-48 hr in log phase in 

synthetic media containing 2% glucose (or other carbon sugars as noted) and added to microplate 

wells at a density of 4 x 105 cells/ml. Sensor output was measured using a monochromator with 

excitation at 540 ± 2 nm and emission at 590 ± 20 nm (reference signal) and 650 ± 20 nm 

(indicator signal). Oxygen saturation was computed from the ratiometric signal according the 

manufacturers’ instructions, using air-saturated and oxygen-depleted water (0.01 g/ml Na2SO3) 

as calibration standards, measured in parallel with biological samples. Fluorescent signal and 

absorption at 600 nm were measured every 15 min for 8 hr at 30˚C using a Synergy Neo2 plate 

reader (BioTek) with shaking between timepoints. Oxygen depletion rates were calculated by 

normalizing oxygen readings to cell density, performing a linear regression on the linear portion 

of the depletion by least squares fitting, and reporting the obtained slope. Slopes were obtained 

for three biological replicates, each consisting of four technical replicates. 

Single-lineage growth measurements 

The MATLAB implementation of the Canny edge detection algorithm was used to 

determine the boundaries within brightfield microscopic images of microcolonies founded by 

single cells. Edges were subsequently connected by dilation. The two-dimensional area 

circumscribed by these boundaries was measured during growth in the presence of high glucose 

and following glucose deprivation, performed by microfluidics as described above. Pre-

starvation growth rate was calculated by fitting the increase observed in area in the presence of 

high glucose to an exponential curve. Where applicable, time of growth resumption and thus lag 

time were calculated as the intersection of the tangent line to the point of maximal post-
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starvation growth rate with the horizontal line defined by the microcolony area at the time of 

starvation. 

Competition assays 

Strains labeled with either mNeonGreen or mNeptune, expressed under the ACT1 

promoter from a construct integrated at the HIS3 locus, were grown separately in log phase in 

complete synthetic media containing 2% glucose for a minimum of 24 hr prior to fitness testing. 

Cells were mixed at a 1:1 ratio in similar complete synthetic media at a density of 4 x 105 

cells/ml and either maintained in the presence of high glucose or subjected to bulk glucose 

withdrawal (described above) as noted. Samples were extracted every 1-2 hr, treated with 100 

µg/ml cycloheximide and analyzed promptly by flow cytometry, with the ratio of each cell type 

calculated from clusters derived from a Gaussian mixture model with full covariance matrix 

implemented via the scikit-learn library in Python 2.7. Relative growth dynamics were quantified 

as the ratio of doublings per hour.  
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